Sat., February 18, 2017
11:00 AM
Fallon Livestock Exchange
Fallon, Nevada
AG IS OUR MIDDLE NAME
Money for agriculture. It’s what we know. It’s all we do.

Call 800.800.4865 today or visit AgLoan.com

A part of the Farm Credit System. Equal Opportunity Lender.
On behalf of the Fallon Bull Sale Committee and Nevada Cattlemen’s Association I would like to welcome everyone to the 51st Annual Fallon Bull Sale. We want to pay tribute and thanks to Chris Gansberg who has decided to step down as Chairman of the Committee after more than 25 years at the helm. Chris has strived through the years to improve the quality of bulls offered to our buyers at the Fallon Bull Sale and it is our goal to continue Chris’s vision for the sale.

The Committee would like to express their sincere appreciation to our loyal consignors and buyers who have supported our past sales and we look forward to seeing you again this year with quality range ready bulls. This sale is the major fund raiser for the Nevada Cattlemen’s Association which tackles the issues affecting the beef industry in Nevada and your continued support is greatly appreciated.

The Fallon All Breeds Bull Sale Invitational Stock Dog Trial will be held on the 17th with a new change in store this year with three dogs shown at the trial up for auction at the beginning of the Bull Sale on the 18th. All proceeds from the Stock Dog Trial are donated to benefit families in need of help in the livestock industry. Then, please join us for an enjoyable evening at the Fallon Bull Sale Dinner Dance on the 17th hosted by the Churchill County Cowbelles where you can visit with consignors and the bulls you are interested in.

Since it takes a team effort to put this sale on every year, I would like to thank the following for their contributions. Monte Bruck and the Fallon Livestock Exchange for hosting the sale, the Churchill County Cowbelles for hosting the dinner dance, the Southern Nevada Water Authority for the generous donation of the raffle calf for the scholarship fund, the Churchill County FFA for sale support and organizing the calf raffle, Hoof Beat Gates and Panels for their donation of panels, and Pinenut Livestock Supply for award plaques and ear tags. Finally, I want to thank the Nevada Cattlemen’s Association staff, bull sale sifters and graders and the Fallon Bull Sale Committee for all the work to make this sale a success.

Looking forward to seeing you on the 18th of February!

Best regards,

Tom Armstrong
Chairman, Fallon Bull Sale Committee
Fallon All Breeds Bull Sale
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FALLON LIVESTOCK EXCHANGE
Monte Bruck, Manager
2055 Trento Lane, Fallon, NV
(7 miles West of Fallon, NV
on the Reno Highway)
775-867-2020

NEVADA CATTLEMEN’S ASSOCIATION
401 Railroad Street, Suite 209,
Elko, NV 89801
PO Box 310, Elko, NV 89803
Phone: 775-738-9214
Fax: 775-738-5208
nca@nevadabeef.org
**THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 16, 2017**
FALLON LIVESTOCK EXCHANGE
Bulls will not be accepted before this date.

**FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 17, 2017**

FALLON LIVESTOCK EXCHANGE

- **Outdoor Trade Show**
  All Day
- **Sifting of Bulls**
  7:30 AM
- **Invitational Stock Dog Trial**
  8:00 AM

HOLIDAY INN EXPRESS MEETING ROOM:

- **Churchill County Cowbelles Dinner/Dance**
  5:30 PM – 11:15 PM
  5:30 PM – Social Hour
  6:00 PM – Bull Sale Awards Presentations
  6:30 PM – Dinner
  Dance to Follow

**FALLON CONVENTION CENTER:**

- **Churchill County Cowbelles**
- **Dinner/Dance**
- **5:30 PM – 11:15 PM**
- **5:30 PM – Social Hour**
- **6:00 PM – Bull Sale Awards Presentations**
- **6:30 PM – Dinner**
- **Dance to Follow**

**SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 18, 2017**
FALLON LIVESTOCK EXCHANGE

- **Outdoor Trade Show**
  All Day
- **Cconsignor Only Breakfast**
  7:30 AM - Office

**51ST FALLON ALL BREEDS BULL SALE**

- **11:00 AM**

---

**Fallon All Breeds Bull Sale**

**DINNER AND DANCE**

**FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 17, 2017**

- **Social Hour** — 5:30 PM
- **Welcome & Bull Sale Awards** — 6:00 PM
- **Dinner** — 6:30 PM

*Limited Number of tickets available at the door.

**FALLON CONVENTION CENTER**

- **$15.00 per person**
  Special Pricing for Children

**Hosted by**

- **Churchill County Cowbelles**

Proceeds to benefit the Churchill County Cowbelles Scholarship Fund.
BREED AVERAGE EPDs

**Balancer**
Breed Average EPDS (For Active Sires, as of the Spring 2017 International Cattle Evaluation)
CED 12, BW 0.0, WW 69, YW 104, MK 26, TM 61, CEM 7, HP 4, PG 30 1, ST 4, DMI 0.062, YG -0.24, CW 31, RE 0.45, MB 0.17, FT 0.02, ADG 0.043, RFI -0.028, $Cow 55.67, FPI 75.38, EPI 122.00

**Charolais**
2017 Charolais National Cattle Evaluation, American-International Charolais Association – Active Sire EPD Distribution – Average
BWT 0.4, WWT 27.1, YWT 49.6, MAT 8.7, TOT MAT 22.3, SC 0.78, CE 3.1, MCE 3.1, HCW 12.8, REA 0.25, FAT 0.002, MARB 0.02, TSI 193.97

**Hereford**
American Hereford Association, Average EPDs as of December 15, 2016, Pan American Hereford Cattle Evaluation – Active Sires
CE 1.2, BW 3.1, WW 50, YW 82, MM 22, M & G 47, MCE 1.5, MCW 89, Udder Susp. 1.15, Teat Size 1.16, SC 0.9, CW 63, FAT 0.005, REA 0.36, MARB 0.09, BMI$ 18, CEZ$ 15, BII$ 16, CHB$ 24

**Angus**
Breed Averages for EPD and $Values – Spring 2017 Current Sires
CED 6, BW 1.1, WW 47, YW 84, RADG .20, DMI .15, YH .5, SC .76, Doc 13, HP 10.4, CEM 8, Milk 24, MW 24, MH .3, $EN -2.11, CW 31, Marb .50, RE .45, Fat .018, $W 44.08, $F 39.08, $G 29.69, $B 101.25

**Murray Grey**
EPD Breed Averages
Birth Weight 3.8, Weaning Weight 24, Yearling Weight 37, Milk 4, Total Maternal 16, Scrotal Circ 0.2, Calving Ease -0.1, Calving Ease Mat -0.1, 600-Day Weight 53, Mature Cow Weight 55, Gestation Length -0.2, Days to Calving -0.9, Carcass Weight 32, IMF (%) 0.0, Rib Eye Area 0.11, Rib Fat 0.0, Rump Fat 0.0, Retail Beef Yield 0.4

**Red Angus**
EPD Averages for Proven and Opportunity Sires (Spring 2017)
HB 94, GM 50, CED 5, BW -1.6, WW 59, YW 91, MILK 21, ME 1, HPG 11, CEM 4, ST 10, MARB 0.46, YG 0.02, CW 22, REA 0.13, FAT 0.00

---

**Fallon All Breeds Bull Sale**

**Special Room Rates Available:**

To Qualify for Room Rate Discount Registrants must call the numbers listed below and say they are with the “Fallon Bull Sale” at the time they make Reservations at any of the following:

**Bonanza Inn & Casino**
Super 8 Motel
For Reservations
Please Call (775) 423-6031

**Holiday Inn Express**
For Reservations
Please call (775) 428-2588

**Best Western Fallon Inn & Suites**
15% Discount for Buyers & Consignors
Please call (775) 423-6005

---

**Comfort Inn of Fallon**
“With Newly Renovated Rooms”
15% Discount for Buyers & Consignors, Rate Code: LFBS
For Reservations (775) 423-5554
CONSIGNORS

BALANCERS
Cardey Ranches ..............................................................Lot #1-2

CHAROLAIS
H. B. Cattle Co...............................................................Lot #3-7
Broken Box Ranch......................................................... Lot #8-15

HEREFORD
Phil Allen & Son ............................................Lot #16-23, #S-201
Hawley Harrison & Sons ...........................................Lot #24-27
Daniels Hereford Ranch..............................Lot #28-31, #S-202

ANGUS
Hone Ranch..................................................................Lot #32-37
Robison Ranch ...........................................................Lot #38-44
Wild West Angus.........................................................Lot #45-49
Four B Ranch ................................................................Lot #50-57
Amador Angus............................................................Lot #58-65
Flying R J Ranch ..........................................................Lot #66-69
White R V Angus ..........................................................Lot #70-75
Jackson Mountain Angus.........................................Lot #76-79
Beitia Livestock............................................................Lot #80-86, #S-203
Levin Ranch .................................................................Lot #87-88
Potter’s Emmett Valley Ranch .... Lot #89-96, #S-204, #S-205
J S L Angus .................................................................Lot #97-99
Lewallen Land & Cattle.................................Lot #100-104
Wakley Livestock.........................................................Lot #105-111
Thorenfeldt Land & Cattle....................................Lot #112-114
Cardey Ranches ..........................................................Lot #115-118
K D K Angus ...............................................................Lot #119-121
Cooper Cattle ...............................................................Lot #122-129
Jon Swaner Angus ......................................................Lot #130-131
UNR Main Station Field Lab............................Lot #132-134

MURRAY GREY
7 Lazy 11 Murray Grey ................................................Lot #135-136

RED ANGUS
Lazy J Red Angus, LLC..............................................Lot #137-139

Fallon All Breeds Bull Sale
Invitational STOCK DOG TRIAL
To Benefit Families in Need of Help in the Livestock Industry
Friday, February 17, 2017
8:00 AM
FALLON LIVESTOCK EXCHANGE

Five Classes
Open    Ranch
Intermediate    Futurity    Nursery
— Entries Limited to 40 Dogs —

Handler’s Draw Party,
Bonanza: Feb. 16, 6:30 PM

Handler’s Meeting: Feb. 17, 7:30 AM
All dogs will be shown in the Trial
Three Started Dogs to be Auctioned,
Saturday, February 18, at the Fallon Bull Sale

For More Information Contact:
GAYLE HYBARGER (775) 426-8123

Thank You to our Sponsors:
Fallon Livestock Exchange
Great Basin Stockdog • Pinenut Livestock Supply
Bonanza Casino
Nevada Cattlemen’s Association
Thank You!

Pinenut Livestock Supply
Sponsor of the Awards for the Top Overall Bull, Best of Breeds and Ear Tags For the Sale

Fallon Convention Center
Sponsorship of Advertising for the Fallon Bull Sale

Ringmen
Sponsored by the American Angus Association, the American Hereford Association and the Western Livestock Journal

Great Basin Ranch—SNWA
Sponsor of the “Raffle Calf”, Proceeds Benefit Churchill FFA and the NCA Scholarship Fund

Churchill FFA
For their Continued Dedication to the Fallon Bull Sale

Hoof Beat Gates and Corrals
Sponsor of Panels Donated for the FFA Raffle

Grading and Sifting Committees

Churchill County Cowbelles
For Organizing and Managing the Awards Dinner-Dance

Stix Cattle Company: Dave, Davey & Deena Demar Dahl Robison Ranch
For contributing a Donation Calf in 2016

The Progressive Rancher Magazine
SALE VETERINARIAN:
Randy Wallstrum, DVM is the Sale Veterinarian. Should you have questions regarding health requirements, you may contact Dr. Wallstrum at: Box 2001, Gardnerville, NV, 89410, 775-782-3855.

BULL IDENTIFICATION:
To move bulls interstate, each bull is required by Federal regulation to travel with a Certificate of Veterinary Inspection (CVI) that lists each bull by one of the following means of identification:

1. Silver Bright metal ear tag (Federally approved)
2. EID/RFID ear tag
3. Breed Registration tattoo along with a copy of the Breed Registration certificate

OFFICIAL INTERSTATE HEALTH CERTIFICATE:
Each consignor must submit a “blanket” official interstate health certificate signed by a licensed veterinarian listing each individual animal in the consignment. (One official health certificate may cover all animals for an individual consignor.)

REQUIRED INJECTIONS

1. CLOSTRIDIAL: 8-Way vaccine within 60 days of the sale.
2. RESPIRATORY VACCINE: This vaccine must include Infectious Bovine Rhinotracheitis (IBR), Bovine Viral Diarrhea (BVD Type I and Type II), Parainfluenza (PI3), Bovine Respiratory Syncytial Virus (BRSV) within 60 days of the sale.
3. IVERMECTIN: All bulls must have an Ivermectin injection (1cc per 110 lbs.) or pour on (1 cc per 22 lbs.) within 60 days of the sale.

REQUIRED TESTS

1. TRICHOMONIASIS: All bulls must have a negative Trichomoniasis test within 30 days of the sale. A COPY OF THE OFFICIAL LABORATORY REPORT OF THE TRICHOMONIASIS TESTED BULLS MUST BE SUBMITTED WITH THE HEALTH FORM. Pooled Trichomoniasis samples will not be accepted for entry in Nevada.
2. BVD TEST: All bulls must have a negative test for persistent BVD infection by either ear-notch method or blood test method. This test can be done at any time and is good for the lifetime of the animal.
3. SEMEN TESTING: All bulls must be semen tested by a licensed veterinarian within 60 days prior to the sale. Test results must be turned in upon arrival along with other health documents. For bulls to be classified as Satisfactory Potential Breeders, they must pass the physical examination and equal or exceed the minimum thresholds in each of the following three categories:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scrotal Circumference</th>
<th>Morphology</th>
<th>Motility</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30 cm at ≤ 15 mo</td>
<td>&gt; 70 % Normal Sperm</td>
<td>&gt; 30 % Linear Motility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31 cm at 16 - 18 mo</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32 cm at 19 - 21 mo</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34 cm at 25 mo or older</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Satisfactory (S):** Bulls which equal or surpass the minimum thresholds for scrotal circumference, sperm motility and sperm morphology, and which do not show genetic, infectious or other problems or faults which could compromise breeding or fertility.
- **Unsatisfactory:** Bulls which are below one or more thresholds. Also, bulls which show genetic faults or irrevocable physical problems (including infectious disease) which would compromise breeding or fertility.

4. BRUCELLOSIS: Brucellosis testing is not required. However, if a bull is purchased by someone from a state requiring brucellosis testing for entry and the bull does not have a certified brucellosis test, that bull will be subjected to the one day brucellosis test procedure in Fallon, and all expenses will be the buyer’s responsibility.

5. TB: TB testing is not required. However, if a bull is purchased by someone from a state requiring TB testing for entry and the bull does not have a certified TB test, that bull will be subjected to the three day TB test procedure in Fallon, and all expenses will be the buyer’s responsibility. California TB status has been down-graded from a TB Free State to Modified Accredited status.

6. GENETIC DISORDERS: It is the responsibility of the consignor to complete and include DNA testing for breed associations’ recognized genetic defects with submission of entries. All bulls that are potential carriers of breed associations’ recognized genetic defects must be tested. Carriers are not eligible for the sale. Results of the tests must be submitted by December 1, 2016.
SALE TERMS & CONDITIONS

SELLING FEE:
A selling fee of six percent (6%) of the gross sale will be charged in addition to the entry fee. Any bulls sifted from the sale may be sold at private treaty. A six percent (6%) commission will be charged on sifted bulls sold.

SALE TERMS:
Terms of this sale are cash, check, or credit card and must be paid in full the day of the sale, unless other arrangements have been made with the Fallon Bull Sale Committee Chairman or Sale Secretary. Make checks payable to the order of: NEVADA CATTLE-MEN’S ASSOCIATION.

The registration certificates and transfers will be mailed to the appropriate Breed Associations immediately after the sale by the sale office.

NO BULLS WILL BE RELEASED FOR SHIPMENT PRIOR TO THE CLOSE OF THE SALE FOR ANY REASON (excepting for severe animal health reasons, e.g. broken leg).

Sale sponsor will make every effort to conduct the sale in an honorable manner, will not allow false practice or false bidding, and will strive to protect buyer and seller in every way possible, but the sponsoring organization will not assume any liability whatsoever, under any circumstances. Nevada Cattlemen’s Association will make every effort to pay consignors within three weeks.

If any consignor willfully misrepresents stock sold, or refuses to be governed by the rulings of the Fallon Bull Sale Committee in making adjustments, he shall be barred from participation in future sales.

The sale will provide gifts for both buyers and consignors on the high selling bull and the buyers who spend the most money and purchase the most bulls.

Buyer must obtain health certificate (in-state not required) from the Sale Veterinarian and a brand inspection from the Brand Inspector onsite before bulls will be released to buyer.

BIDDING:
Only bona-fide bids will be accepted. All buyers must obtain a buyer’s number from the office at Fallon Livestock Exchange prior to bidding. Reserve bids are accepted up to 5:00 p.m. on Thursday. All reserve bids must be written and handed to the Sale Secretary to be considered. No minimum bids will be accepted after that time. Misunderstandings or disputes as to bids will be settled by the auctioneer. If there is doubt as to the bid, the auctioneer will cancel all bids and reopen the sale of the lot. In bidding, no increase in bid of less than $100.00 will be considered on any bulls.

NO SALE:
A full commission of six percent (6%) on the last bid or floor price, whichever is greater, will be considered the no-sale fee. If no bids are received, a no sale fee of $100.00 will be charged.

GUARANTEES:
Buyers who can prove they purchased a bull, which is a non-breeder, should contact the consignor within 90 days of the sale. If the consignor cannot prove the bull to be a breeder, the consignor is to make satisfactory settlement with the purchaser. Except for transportation between the purchaser’s ranch and Fallon, which will be paid by the purchaser, all other expenses incurred, including transportation, vet examinations, and transfers will be paid by the consignor. Nevada Cattlemen’s Association Fallon Bull Sale Committee is an agent only. All guarantees are between buyer and seller.

Contributions for the “Dues Calf” During Its Auction at the Fallon Bull Sale!
For those persons who contribute a payment for a “Dues Calf” will receive one free NCA membership certificate. If the contribution does not exceed the value of a regular NCA membership ($150) it will be considered only as a donation and a membership certificate will not be received.
BIG OR SMALL
GOVERNMENT REGULATIONS & INDUSTRY ISSUES AFFECT US ALL.

SO WE ARE HERE FOR YOU.

National Cattlemen's Beef Association

KEEP US FIGHTING FOR YOU! RECRUIT A NEW MEMBER TODAY!

Call 866.233.3872 or visit us online at www.beefusa.org
Recruit Members to NCBA and join our Top Hand Club.
You could win a free trip to the Cattle Industry Convention and NCBA Trade Show!

Raising cattle is your priority. Keeping you in business is ours.
LOT #1  **DDCC MR. CARDEY 1638C**
Calved 8/3/2015 Prefix/Tattoo: DDCC 1638C
Owner: Cardey Ranches, Don & Diana Cardey, Turlock, CA
BLACK, POLLED
ROADRUNNER TRACER 7713
DDCC DDCC MR CARDEY 193Z
DDCC MS CARDEY 8501T
ROADRUNNER TRACER 5418
DDCC MS CARDEY 8673U
DDCC MS CARDEY 6531N
CED 11, BW -1.4, WW 50, YW 77, MK 29, TM 54, CEM 6, HP 0.62, PG30 -0.02,
ST 4, YG -0.08, CW 14, REA 0.01, MB 0.12, FPI 63.42
Birth Weight 77#

LOT #2  **DDCC DDCC MR. CARDEY 1766C**
Calved 11/30/2015 Prefix/Tattoo: DDCC 1766C
Owner: Cardey Ranches, Don & Diana Cardey, Turlock, CA
BLACK, SCURRED
ROADRUNNER TRACER 699
ROADRUNNER ANNABELLE 9439
ROADRUNNER TRACER 7713
DDCC DDCC MS CARDEY 546Z
DDCC MS CARDEY 7381R
CED 15, BW -0.3, WW 46, YW 76, MK 29, TM 52, CEM 8, ST -1, YG -0.07, CW 14,
REA -0.01, MB 0.29, FPI 65.48
Birth Weight 86#

LOT #3  **HB MR DUKE&FRANKS BEST**
Calved 4/10/2015 HERD # (Loc): C563 (LE)
Owner: H B Cattle Co., David Blackham, Mt. Pleasant, UT
POLLED
MR DUKE
HBCO MR DUKE’S HEIFER BOY 329
HB MISS JAZZY 329
TRI-N FRANK THE TANK 75Y
HBCO MISS FRANKY’S SOLUTION 3
HB MISS SOLUTION 121
CE 2.1, BW -1.1, WWT 18, YWT 28, Milk -1, MCE 2.9, MTNL 8, SCRO 0.0, CW 8,
REA 0.11, FAT 0.002, MARB -0.01
Birth Weight 81#
Lower Birth Weight from two of our best breeding lines. Success is our goal for all customers and this bull is built for such in any herd.

LOT #4  **HB MR GOTCHA/EXCITEMENT 831**
Calved 5/5/2015 HERD # (Loc): C-5103 (LE)
Owner: H B Cattle Co., David Blackham, Mt. Pleasant, UT
POLLED
RED EXCITEMENT W300
HBCO MR EXCITEMENTS RED SILVER
HB MISS SILVER LADY 347
V-A-L GOTCHA/BILLINGS T063
HBCO GOTCHA’S MISS TEE 831
HBCO TEENY 831
CE 2.7, BWT 0.8, WWT 7, YWT 12, Milk 8, MCE 4.3, MTNL 12, SCRO 0.1, CW 5,
REA 0.10, FAT -0.005, MARB -0.04
Birth Weight 84#
This bull is made for calving ease. He will deliver color into your herd with very good weaning weights for all of his offspring.

LOT #5  **HBCO MR. SHERMAN THE TANK**
Calved 3/2/2015 HERD # (Loc): C523 (LE)
Owner: H B Cattle Co., David Blackham, Mt. Pleasant, UT
POLLED
SILVERSTREAM PERFORMERP38
TRI-N FRANK THE TANK 75Y
CHARHEAD MISS 23R
GW’S BUDSMYDAD 316
HBCO TRissy 128 RF
HBCO TRissy 732 RF
CE -1.3, BWT -0.1, WWT 19, YWT 27, Milk -3, MCE 0.3, MTNL 7, SCRO 0.0,
CW 13, REA 0.04, FAT 0.003, MARB -0.06
Birth Weight 84#
This bull is the son of our best cow. He carries performance in every aspect of his genetics. You can’t go wrong with this bull.

LOT #6  **HBCO MR. SALSA SUPREME**
Calved 3/1/2015 HERD # (Loc): C518 (LE)
Owner: H B Cattle Co., David Blackham, Mt. Pleasant, UT
POLLED
MR V-A-L HABANERO 9060 P
V-A-L RED HABANERO 2570P
MISS V-A-L 105N
GW’S BUDSMYDAD 316
MISS DASIE
MISS REBILL RIGHT
CE -2.9, BWT 1.4, WWT 21, YWT 29, Milk 2, MCE -1.5, MTNL 13, SCRO 0.1
Birth Weight 93#
Performance plus here-look at his weaning weight—all from the genes he carries. He also carries the red gene for you.

LOT #7  **HBCO MR MCDONALD ESQUIRE**
Calved 5/28/2015 HERD # (Loc): C-5108 (LE)
Owner: H B Cattle Co., David Blackham, Mt. Pleasant, UT
POLLED
RED EXCITEMENT W300
HBCO MR EXCITEMENTS RED SILVER
HB MISS SILVER LADY 347
V-A-L GOTCHA/BILLINGS T063
HBCO GOTCHAS MISS K307
HBCO KAYLEE W307
CE 2.2, BWT 0.8, WWT 8, YWT 13, Milk 6, MCE 4.0, MTNL 10, SCRO 0.2, CW 4,
REA 0.12, FAT -0.004, MARB -0.06, TSI 154.91
Birth Weight 90#
A quality bull with pleasing calving history from his Dam & Sire. A beautiful bull that is pleasing to see. You will be very happy with Mr. Mac.
LOT #8  BBR MR LANZA BLUE C313
Calved 11/15/2015 HERD # (Loc): C313 (LE)
Owner: Broken Box Ranch, Jerry & Sherry Maltby, Williams, CA
POLLED
WINN MANS LANZA 610S
LT LANZA BLUE 1461 PLD ET
LT BRENNNA 7922 ET
BBR WHITEHOT BUD J80 ET
BBR MISS WHITEHOT P25
BBR MISS SILVERBOE H6
CE 3.0, BWT 2.5, WWT 38, YWT 65, Milk -3, MCE 4.4, MTNL 17, SCRO 1.2,
CW 29, REA 0.44, FAT -0.011, MARB 0.10
Birth Weight 92#

LOT #9  BBR MR LANZA BLUE C293
Calved 11/14/2015 HERD # (Loc): C293 (LE)
Owner: Broken Box Ranch, Jerry & Sherry Maltby, Williams, CA
POLLED
WINN MANS LANZA 610S
LT LANZA BLUE 1461 PLD ET
LT BRENNNA 7922 ET
LHD COUGAR L105
D R FOREVER LUCY 998
D R FOREVER LUCY 645
CE -2.5, BWT 2.1, WWT 39, YWT 64, Milk -3, MCE 0.9, MTNL 16, SCRO 1.1,
CW 29, REA 0.53 FAT -0.003 MARB 0.02
Birth Weight 82#

LOT #10  BBR MR TEXAS RIVIERA C253
Calved 10/4/2015 HERD # (Loc): C253 (LE)
Owner: Broken Box Ranch, Jerry & Sherry Maltby, Williams, CA
POLLED
RIVIERA
GWM TEXAS RIVIERA 314
GWM MADELINE 6125
WINN MANS LANZA 610S
BBR LADY LANZA Z225
BBR MISS WHITEHOT U93
CE 4.9, BWT 2.7, WWT 12, YWT 27, Milk -4, MCE 7.0, MTNL 2, SCRO 0.0, CW 15,
REA 0.45, FAT 0.002, MARB 0.03
Birth Weight 91#

LOT #11  BBR MR LANZA BLUE TW C309
Calved 11/11/2015 HERD # (Loc): C309 (LE)
Owner: Broken Box Ranch, Jerry & Sherry Maltby, Williams, CA
POLLED
WINN MANS LANZA 610S
LT LANZA BLUE 1461 PLD ET
LT BRENNNA 7922 ET
KEYS MCHENRY 24M
GRAU MISS SUPREME TL1
MISS GCR SUPREME B123
CE 2.7, BWT 1.4, WWT 40, YWT 66, Milk 0, MCE 3.9, MTNL 19, SCRO 1.2,
CW 29, REA 0.57, FAT -0.005, MARB 0.03
Birth Weight 81#
LOT #12  **BBR MR LANZA BLUE TW C307**  
Calved 11/12/2015 HERD # (Loc): C307 (LE)  
Owner: Broken Box Ranch, Jerry & Sherry Maltby, Williams, CA  
POLLED  
WINN MANS LANZA 610S  
LT LANZA BLUE 1461 PLD ET  
LT BRENNA 7922 ET  
M7 OPTIMUM U821 S  
BBR MISS OPTIMUM Z292  
BBR MISS RIVIERA X23  
CE 3.6, BWT 2.9, WWT 51, YWT 89, Milk -2, MCE 3.5, MTNL 23, SCRO 1.0,  
CW 33, REA 0.65, FAT -0.009, MARB 0.07  
Birth Weight 88#  

LOT #13  **BBR MR WINN MANS LANZA C261**  
Calved 10/12/2015 HERD # (Loc): C261 (LE)  
Owner: Broken Box Ranch, Jerry & Sherry Maltby, Williams, CA  
HORNED  
SPARROWS DURANGO 585P  
WINN MANS LANZA 610S  
WINN MAN MERIT 036K  
GWM TEXAS RIVIERA 314  
BBR MISS RIVIERA U201  
BBR MISS LATINO R60  
CE 2.8, BWT 3.4, WWT 27, YWT 53, Milk 2, MCE 4.3, MTNL 16, SCRO 0.8,  
CW 20, REA 0.57, FAT -0.016, MARB -0.10  
Birth Weight 100#  

LOT #14  **BBR MR LANZA BLUE C291**  
Calved 11/4/2015 HERD # (Loc) C291 (LE)  
Owner: Broken Box Ranch, Jerry & Sherry Maltby, Williams, CA  
POLLED  
WINN MANS LANZA 610S  
LT LANZA BLUE 1461 PLD ET  
LT BRENNA 7922 ET  
GWM TEXAS RIVIERA 314  
BBR MISS RIVIERA W210  
BBR MISS MERIT  
CE 1.0, BWT 2.1, WWT 47, YWT 71, MILK 4.3, MTNL 15, SCRO 0.8,  
CW 28, REA 0.59, FAT 0.002, MARB 0.00  

LOT #15  **BBR MR COLD ONE C262**  
Calved 10/12/2015 HERD # (Loc) C262 (LE)  
Owner: Broken Box Ranch, Jerry & Sherry Maltby, Williams, CA  
POLLED  
AIGLON  
BJCF COLD ONE A61  
MOGO ANKONIAN  
HTA RHAPSODY 390N  
BBR MISS RHAPSODY X3121  
MERIT CARLA 1023L  
CE -6.3, BWT 4.0, WWT 28, YWT 34, MILK -1, MCE -1.8, MTNL 13, SCRO 0.2  

LOT #16  **ALLEN 127X KNOCKOUT 7**  
Calved 2/26/2015 LE 7  
Owner: Phil Allen & Son, Phil & Shannon Allen, Antimony, UT  
POLLED  
JDH ISAACS 075 62N  
EPHR KNOCKOUT 127X  
EPHR MISS PERFECTION 525K  
NJW 735 M326 TRUST 100W ET  
ALLEN 100W LADY TRUST 517Z  
ALLEN MISS REDWOOD 47S  
BW 3.7, WW 59, YW 97, MILK 25, M&G 54  
Actual Birth Weight: 80#  
A deep thick Knockout son with eye pigment and red necked. Out of a great  
young Trust daughter and pedigree loaded with maternal traits. Top notch EPD’s.  

LOT #17  **ALLEN 127X KNOCKOUT 8**  
Calved 2/28/2015 LE 8  
Owner: Phil Allen & Son, Phil & Shannon Allen, Antimony, UT  
POLLED  
JDH ISAACS 075 62N  
EPHR KNOCKOUT 127X  
EPHR MISS PERFECTION 525K  
MOHICAN RAWHIDE 215R  
ALLEN 215R LADY RAWHIDE 291W  
ALLEN MISS REDWOOD 974R  
BW 3.2, WW 52, YW 81, MILK 21, M&G 47  
Actual Birth Weight: 80#  
A long bodied bull with pigment and eye appeal - plenty of growth, out of one of  
our top cows. Full brothers have been our top bulls in Fallon the past two years.
LOT #22  
**ALLEN 353Z TONKA 53**  
Calved 2/21/2015 LE 53  
Owner: Phil Allen & Son, Phil & Shannon Allen, Antimony, UT  
POLLED  
GV CMR IDEAL 424 X2096  
LJR MSU X296 TONKA 353Z  
LJR MSU SILVIA 58X  
PWF MOHICAN SILVER STAR 631 ET  
ALLEN 631 SILVER QUEEN 550A  
ALLEN MISS JACKIE 575  
BW 1.8, WW 55, YW 81, MILK 25, M&G 52  
Actual Birth Weight: 68#  
Another true heifer bull, out of a 1st calf heifer, a lot of class & style, deep, thick hind quarter, Pedigree loaded with great cows – look at Milk EPD.

LOT #23  
**ALLEN 100W TRUST 67**  
Calved 2/23/2015 LE 67  
Owner: Phil Allen & Son, Phil & Shannon Allen, Antimony, UT  
POLLED  
KCF BENNETT 3008 M326  
NJW 73S M326 TRUST 100W ET  
NJW P606 72N DAYDREAM 73S  
ASH QUESTA 224P ET  
ALLEN 224P LADY WRANGLER 211U  
ALLEN MS 32E BOOMER 6R  
BW 3.6, WW 55, YW 101, MILK 27, M&G 54  
Actual Birth Weight: 78#  
An outstanding son of Denver Champion Trust, Depth & Thickness will add pounds to your calf crop. Pigment – you would have to look long & hard to find better EPD's. Growth and Milk unparalleled.

LOT #S-201  
**ALLEN 4SY SUPERCHARGER 16**  
Calved 3/01/2015 LE 16  
Owner: Phil Allen & Son, Phil & Shannon Allen, Antimony, UT  
POLLED  
REMITALL SUPERCHARGER 182U  
MOHICAN SUPERCHARGER 4SY  
MOHICAN PRIDE 412U ET  
MOHICAN BOOMER 32E  
ALLEN MS 32E BOOMER 247U  
ALLEN LADY AIR 563J  
BW 3.7, WW 56, YW 94, MILK 19, M&G 47  
Actual Birth Weight: 76#  
An outstanding bull out of a Boomer bred cow, long, trim, gig goggle eyes & dark cherry red – Don’t overlook this one.

LOT #24  
**HHS TIME FOR RIBS 512**  
Calved 2/22/2015 RE/LE 512  
Owner: Hawley Harrison & Sons, Clay Harrison, Heyburn, ID  
POLLED  
SHF RIB EYE M326 R117  
HHS MR. RIBEYE PRIDE 275  
HHS MISS CHANNNELE 1065 0901  
SB 61N TIME LINE 85W ET  
HHS TIMELY GAL 316  
HHS 9131 BB DOMETA 6R09  
CE 1.7, BW 3.3, WW 51, YW 84, SC 0.9, MM 22, M&G 47, MCE 3.9, MCW 87, FAT -0.014, REA 0.32, MARB 0.11, BMIS 19, CEZ$ 17, BII$ 16, CHB$ 26  
Birth Weight 72#  
We used his sire 275 as a heifer bull. We have never assisted a birth from this bull. All calves were born live & healthy.
Environmental stewardship goes beyond the mine
LOT #25

HHS 43Y DOMINO 506

Calved 2/19/2015 RE/LE 506
Owner: Hawley Harrison & Sons, Clay Harrison, Heyburn, ID
HORNED

GBL1 DOMINO 175E
/S 175 DOMINO 11043Y
/S LADY ADVISOR 9261W
/S 166 DOMINO 1514
HHS 166 DOMETT 6R29
HHS MS ELECTRIC 3436
CE 1.7, BW 3.2, WW 49, YW 81, SC 1.1, MM 22, M&G 46, MCE 1.2, MCW 99,
UDDER 1.11, TEAT 1.06, FAT -0.021, REA 0.32, MARB 0.05, BM$ 20, CEZ$ 16,
BI$ 18, CHB$ 25
Birth Weight 80#

LOT #26

HHS 43Y GOLD DOMINO 538

Calved 3/14/2015 RE/LE 538
Owner: Hawley Harrison & Sons, Clay Harrison, Heyburn, ID
HORNED

GBL1 DOMINO 175E
/S 175 DOMINO 11043Y
/S LADY ADVISOR 9261W
CC FORTS REVENGE 71P
HHS GOLDEN MISS 8T02
HHS 166 DOMETT 6R44
HHS MISS GOLDSTAR 8T13
CE 0.6, BW 4.5, WW 58, YW 96, SC 1.1, MM 25, M&G 53, MCE 0.6, MCW 117,
FAT -0.023, REA 0.43, MARB 0.05, BM$ 19, CEZ$ 14, BI$ 16, CHB$ 29
Birth Weight 88#

LOT #27

HHS 43Y GOLDEN DOMINO 527

Calved 3/02/2015 RE/LE 527
Owner: Hawley Harrison & Sons, Clay Harrison, Heyburn, ID
HORNED

GBL1 DOMINO 175E
/S 175 DOMINO 11043Y
/S LADY ADVISOR 9261W
HHS BG STAR 6R02
HHS MISS GOLDSTAR 8T13
HHS 166 DOMETT 6R38
CE 1.6, BW 3.4, WW 51, YW 85, SC 1.1, MM 23, M&G 49, MCE 0.1, MCW 105,
UDDER 1.12, TEAT 1.07, FAT -0.017, REA 0.33, MARB 0.09, BM$ 20, CEZ$ 16,
BI$ 18, CHB$ 26
Birth Weight 87#

LOT #28

KD 0042 SENTINEL 504

Calved 2/12/2015 LE 504
Owner: Daniels Hereford Ranch, Dan & Teresa Daniels, Malad, ID
POLLED

UPS DOMINO 3027
K&B SENTINEL 0042X
K&B RED LADY 8045U
MOHICAN WARRENT 50W
KD SARA 356
DTL SANDIE MINT 026
CE 3.3, BW 3.3, WW 55, YW 89, SC 1.1, MM 22, M&G 49, MCE 3.5, MCW 84,
UDDER 1.40, TEAT 1.37, CW 65, FAT 0.042, REA 0.36, MARB 0.27, BM$ 23,
CEZ$ 19, BI$ 19, CHB$ 29
Birth Weight 78#, Weaning Weight 655#

LOT #29

DHR 81Y TRUST 522

Calved 2/10/2015 LE 522
Owner: Daniels Hereford Ranch, Dan & Teresa Daniels, Malad, ID
POLLED

NJW 73S M326 TRUST 100W ET
NJW 5M 100W TRUST 81Y ET
NJW 57G 74G DEW 5M
MOHICAN STATURE 51S
DHR SUNNY 967
DHR LADY BOOMER R117
DTL LADY ELITE 713
CE -0.3, BW 4.9, WW 55, YW 95, SC 1.0, MM 22, M&G 48, MCE 1.5, MCW 114,
UDDER 1.17, TEAT 1.11, CW 68, FAT 0.030, REA 0.48, MARB 0.20, BM$ 19,
CEZ$ 14, BI$ 16, CHB$ 27
Birth Weight 83#, Weaning Weight 655#

LOT #30

DHR 404X CARBON COPY 526

Calved 2/13/2015 LE 526
Owner: Daniels Hereford Ranch, Dan & Teresa Daniels, Malad, ID
POLLED

WLB ELI 10H 83T
MOHICAN XEROX 404X ET
LAGRAND MISS 243R ET
SHF RIB EYE M326 R117
DHR LADY BOOMER R117
DTL LADY ELITE 713
CE -0.3, BW 4.9, WW 55, YW 95, SC 1.0, MM 22, M&G 48, MCE 1.5, MCW 114,
UDDER 1.23, TEAT 1.22, CW 59, FAT 0.124, REA 0.34, MARB 0.28, BM$ 21,
CEZ$ 15, BI$ 19, CHB$ 26
Birth Weight 82#, Weaning Weight 600#

LOT #31

DHR 81Y TRUST 528

Calved 2/14/2015 LE 528
Owner: Daniels Hereford Ranch, Dan & Teresa Daniels, Malad, ID
POLLED

NJW 73S M326 TRUST 100W ET
NJW 5M 100W TRUST 81Y ET
NJW 57G 74G DEW 5M
MOHICAN WARRENT 50W
DHR LADY NASDAQ 308
DTL LADY ELITE 713
CE -0.3, BW 4.9, WW 55, YW 95, SC 1.0, MM 22, M&G 48, MCE 1.5, MCW 114,
UDDER 1.17, TEAT 1.11, CW 68, FAT 0.030, REA 0.48, MARB 0.20, BM$ 19,
CEZ$ 14, BI$ 16, CHB$ 27
Birth Weight 83#, Weaning Weight 655#

LOT #32

DHR 81Y TRUST 522

Calved 2/10/2015 LE 522
Owner: Daniels Hereford Ranch, Dan & Teresa Daniels, Malad, ID
POLLED

NJW 73S M326 TRUST 100W ET
NJW 5M 100W TRUST 81Y ET
NJW 57G 74G DEW 5M
MOHICAN STATURE 51S
DHR SUNNY 967
DHR LADY BOOMER R117
DTL LADY ELITE 713
CE -0.3, BW 4.9, WW 55, YW 95, SC 1.0, MM 22, M&G 48, MCE 1.5, MCW 114,
UDDER 1.17, TEAT 1.11, CW 68, FAT 0.030, REA 0.48, MARB 0.20, BM$ 19,
CEZ$ 14, BI$ 16, CHB$ 27
Birth Weight 83#, Weaning Weight 655#
**LOT #S-202**  
**DHR 404X RIBEYE 538**  
Calved 2/21/2015 LE 538  
Owner: Daniels Hereford Ranch, Dan & Teresa Daniels, Malad, ID  
POLLED  
WLB ELI 10H 83T  
MOHICAN XEROX 404X ET  
LAGRAND MISS 243R ET  
MOHICAN WULF 28W  
DHR 235R NANCY 184  
DTH LADY PRIME LINE 936  
CE .14, BW 3.4, WW 48, YW 69, SC 0.8, MM 23, MGE 19, MCW 86,  
UDDER 1.16, TEAT 1.15, CW 60, FAT 0.037, REA 0.24, MARB 0.27, BMI$ 18,  
CEZ$ 14, BII$ 16, CHB$ 23  
Birth Weight: 80#, Weaning Weight 660#  
BW 3.4, WW 48, YW 69, CHB$ 23. 538 is moderate framed, has eye pigment,  
could be used on heifers.

**LOT #35**  
**SILVER STATE VANCE 585**  
Calved 9/19/2015 LE/RE 585  
Owner: Hone Ranch, Chuck Hone, Gardnerville, NV  
TC VANCE 011  
SITZ VANCE 579A  
SITZ EVERGREEN 212Y  
SITZ DASH 10277  
SILVER STATE QUEEN 1074  
SILVER STATE QUEEN 874  
CED 6, BW 1.0, WW 45, YW 83, YH .1, SC .62, CEM 10, MILK 23, $EN -3.38,  
CW 28, MARB .37, RE .40, FAT .044, $F 36.40, $G 23.60, $QG 23.05, $YG .55,  
$W 38.92, $B 89.33

**LOT #36**  
**SILVER STATE PIONEER 590**  
Calved 10/10/2015 LE/RE 590  
Owner: Hone Ranch, Chuck Hone, Gardnerville, NV  
S A V PIONEER 7301  
GRANGER PIONEER 052  
GRANGER PRIDE 892  
S A V NET WORTH 4200  
SILVER STATE QUEEN 1011  
SILVER STATE QUEEN 150  
CED 1, BW 3.7, WW 54, YW 93, RADG .15, DMI .68, YH .7, SC .66, CEM 8,  
MILK 17, $EN -1.07, CW 34, MARB .51, RE .74, FAT .037, $F 38.71, $G 33.34,  
$QG 28.64, $YG 4.70, $W 32.87, $B 102.77

**LOT #37**  
**SILVER STATE TEN X 571**  
Calved 8/17/2015 LE/RE 571  
Owner: Hone Ranch, Chuck Hone, Gardnerville, NV  
MYTTY IN FOCUS  
A A R TEN X 7008 S A  
A A R LADY KELTON 5551  
LEADORE MABEY 8173  
SILVER STATE BLACKBIRD 578  
SILVER STATE BLACKBIRD 0066  
CED 4, BW .9, WW 54, YW 103, YH .4, SC 1.00, DOC 7, CEM 7, MILK 23,  
$EN -13.12, CW 40, MARB .66, RE .46, FAT .031, $F 43.32, $G 40.89,  
$QG 33.63, $YG 7.26, $W 133.09  
Birth Weight: 84 lbs.

**LOT #38**  
**RR COMPOSED BLACKBIRD 5173**  
Calved 1/15/2015 LE/RE 5173  
Owner: Robison Ranch LLC, Tabor M. Dahl, Boulder, UT  
G A R NEW DESIGN 5050  
G A R COMPOSURE  
G A R OBJECTIVE 2345  
G A R US PREMIUM BEEF  
THOMAS BLACKBIRD 7007  
THOMAS BLACKBIRD 5005  
CED 15, BW -.10, WW 52, YW 98, SC .73, CEM 15, MILK 27, MW 37, MH .4,  
$EN -18.86, CW 35, MARB .68, RE .65, FAT .018, $F 58.46, $G 39.05, $QG 33.53,  
$YG 5.52, $W 53.79, $B 127.47  
Birth Weight: 74 lbs.  
Pulmonary Artery Pressure Score 38. Great calving ease bull with a standout  
pedigree. Raised at elevations 7,000 - 10,000 feet.
LOT #39  RR LUCYS CONFIDENCE 5186
Calved 1/18/2015 LE/RE 5186
Owner: Robison Ranch LLC, Tabor M. Dahl, Boulder, UT
CONNEALY TOBIN
CONNEALY CONFIDENCE 0100
BECKA GALA OF CONANGA 8281
LAU BANDO J 1628
RR LUCY J
RR LUCY ARCHITECT 7248
CED 16, BW -.19, WW 47, YW 87, RADG .21, DMI -.01, YH .1, SC -.23, DOC 9,
HP 9.6, CEM 16, MILK 17, MW 45, MH .3, $EN 4.24, CW 19, MARB .55, RE .63,
FAT .021, $F 48.89, $G 37.07, $QG 29.42, $YG 7.65, $W 42.84, $B 92.74
Birth Weight: 77 lbs.
Pulmonary Artery Pressure Score 37. Rare Connealy Confidence 0100 son.
Parentage SNP Genomic PF 50. Great calving ease bull raised in high rough
country.

LOT #40  RR LEAD HAND 5191
Calved 1/20/2015 LE/RE 5191
Owner: Robison Ranch LLC, Tabor M. Dahl, Boulder, UT
S A V BISMARCK 5682
THOMAS TOP HAND 0536
THOMAS RUBY ERICA 8293
BT LEAD ON 92R
RR LEAD ON ROSEBUD 8314
PAWS UP ROSEBUD 2663
CED 12, BW -.4, WW 57, YW 100, RADG .24, DMI .28, YH .5, SC 1.28, DOC 15,
HP 10.9, CEM 12, MILK 25, MW 41, MH .4, $EN -16.33, CW 24, MARB .52,
RE .39, FAT -.026, $F 58.47, $G 37.00, $QG 28.40, $YG 8.60, $W 58.88, $B 99.76
Birth Weight: 80 lbs.
Pulmonary Artery Pressure Score 44. Great calving ease bull that will put a lot of
growth on his calves.

LOT #41  RR OUR PARTY 5115
Calved 2/02/2015 LE/RE 5115
Owner: Robison Ranch LLC, Tabor M. Dahl, Boulder, UT
WERNER WAR PARTY 2417
LYMANS WAR PARTY 202
LYMANS FOCUS 014
YARDLEY RISING U332
Y243
RR QUEEN 6243
CED 8, BW .1, WW 60, YW 103, CEM 12, MILK 28, MW 35, MH .4, $EN -15.82, $F 62.35, $G 55.69
Birth Weight: 69 lbs.
Pulmonary Artery Pressure Score 46. Low birth weight bull with a strong
pedigree. Raised at elevations between 7,000 - 10,000 feet.

LOT #42  RR THREE TREE UPWARD 5119
Calved 2/04/2015 LE/RE 5119
Owner: Robison Ranch LLC, Tabor M. Dahl, Boulder, UT
LEADORE UPWARD 7596
LUCKY 7 UPWARD 2283
LUCKY 7 DIXIE QUEEN 538
YARDLING RISING U332
RB294
LEACHMAN GEORGINA J3064
CED 5, BW 1.0, WW 44, YW 83, MILK 25, $EN -10.27, $F 36.87, $W 39.62
Birth Weight: 84 lbs.
Pulmonary Artery Pressure Score 45. Big deep bodied bull that will put a lot of
growth on his calves.

LOT #43  RR RISING UPWARD 5123
Calved 2/07/2015 LE/RE 5123
Owner: Robison Ranch LLC, Tabor M. Dahl, Boulder, UT
LEADORE UPWARD 7596
LUCKY 7 UPWARD 2283
LUCKY 7 DIXIE QUEEN 538
YARDLING RISING U332
RR RISING QUEEN 6243
CED 11, BW -.7, WW 39, YW 77, MILK 24, $EN -5.41, $F 29.70, $W 37.40
Birth Weight: 68 lbs.
Pulmonary Artery Pressure Score 38. Low birth weight ( top 3% of Angus breed).
Great high elevation bull that will cover the country.

LOT #44  RR GEORGEIO 5127
Calved 2/09/2015 LE/RE 5127
Owner: Robison Ranch LLC, Tabor M. Dahl, Boulder, UT
WERNER WAR PARTY 2417
LYMANS WAR PARTY 202
LYMANS FOCUS 014
LAU BANDO J 1628
RR BANDO GEORGIA 1633
LEACHMAN GEORGINA J3064
CED 11, BW -.1, WW 47, YW 82, RADG .17, DMI .35, YH .6, SC .98, DOC 12,
HP 7.3, CEM 11, MILK 28, MW 35, MH .4, $EN -12.77, CW 30, MARB .45, RE .38,
FAT -.003, $F 31.23, $G 28.70, $QG 25.83, $YG 2.87, $W 53.81, $B 100.75
Birth Weight: 70 lbs.
Pulmonary Artery Pressure Score 36. Great calving ease low birth weight bull.
Raised in rough high country.

LOT #45  CAIN FINAL ANSWER 805
Calved 8/08/2015 LE/RE 805
Owner: Wild West Angus, Mitch & Juliana Cain, Dairy, OR
SITZ TRAVELER 8180
S A V FINAL ANSWER 0035
S A V EMULOUS 8145
WH S LICEMIGHT 64V
CAIN TOTAL QUEEN 814
CAIN TOTAL QUEEN 8012
CED 10, BW .1, WW 60, YW 103, CEM 12, MILK 25, $EN -15.82, $F 62.35, $W 55.69
Birth Weight 71#
Sure bet heifer bull, sired by the great Final Answer. Dam is by WHS Lime Light, a
Mytty In Focus Son x a Net Worth Daughter.
LOT #46  
**CAIN DDA EMBLAZON 315**

Calved 8/23/2015 LE/RE 315  
Owner: Wild West Angus, Mitch & Juliana Cain, Dairy, OR  
O C C EMBLAZON 854E  
DDA EMBLAZON 27C  
D D A MELISA 824  
SUMMITCREST COMPLETE 1P55  
CAIN BLACKBIRD BELLA 3014  
CWT BLACKBIRD BELLA 301  
CED 7, BW .4, WW 72, YW 72, CEM 10, MILK 25, $EN -1.89, $F 19.08, $W 41.26  
Birth Weight 70#  
True heifer bull! Dam is a top first calf heifer that weaned this calf off at 674 lbs. during a tough winter. Muscle & feed efficiency here.

LOT #47  
**CAIN UNMISTAKABLE 1M5**

Calved 9/01/2015 LE/RE 1M5  
Owner: Wild West Angus, Mitch & Juliana Cain, Dairy, OR  
O C C PAXTON 730P  
O C C UNMISTAKABLE 946U  
FCC REVOLUTION ROSE 2476  
CAIN 878 DIRECTION 0907  
CAIN RAWHIDE LADY 1M11  
G-S THOMAS RAWHIDE LADY  
CED 2, BW 3.0, WW 55, YW 92, SC .73, CEM 2, MILK 20, $EN -3.71, $W 44.94  
Birth Weight 85#  
Unmistakable is now being used by such ranches as: Sitz, Van Dyke and Gartner-Denown. Thickness, muscle, capacity and feed efficiency here.

LOT #48  
**CAIN COMPLETE 3135**

Calved 9/03/2015 LE/RE 3135  
Owner: Wild West Angus, Mitch & Juliana Cain, Dairy, OR  
SUMMITCREST COMPLETE 1P55  
DIABLO COMPLETE 6106  
DIABLO GOLDEN PRINCESS1934  
CAIN THRILLER 212X  
CAIN LADY BANDO 3712  
CED 1, BW 4.7, WW 54, YW 79, DOC 14, CEM 6, MILK 26, $EN -6.34, $F 23.16, $W 47.93  
Birth Weight 93#  
A real performance bull! Extreme growth from birth to weaning, actual weaning wt. of 795 lbs., true muscle and bone.

LOT #49  
**CAIN SHREK 9715**

Calved 8/27/2015 LE/RE 9715  
Owner: Wild West Angus, Mitch & Juliana Cain, Dairy, OR  
GAR-EGL PROTÉGÉ  
CONNEALY SHREK 4242  
BLACK SHELL OF CONANGA 10  
S A V STOCK OPTION 0606  
CAIN ERICA DIANNA 9783  
WULFFS ERICA DIANNA 978  
CED 0, BW 2.0, WW 59, YW 106, CEM 5, MILK 24, $EN -15.85, $F 68.72, $W 47.93  
Birth Weight 83#  
The Shrek calves are growthy & rugged. This muscled up, thick, high capacity bull is no exception.

LOT #50  
**BROWEN FOUR B 545**

Calved 3/01/2015 LE/RE 545  
Owner: Four B Ranch, Scott S. & Drenda Browen, Nyssa, OR  
S A V FINAL ANSWER 0035  
PRICE FINAL ANSWER 304  
PRICE BARBARMERE JET 101  
PRICE BARBARMERE JET 615  
CED 5, BW 2.0, WW 46, YW 76, CEM 9, MILK 22, $EN -1.63, $F 22.44, $W 39.56  
Birth Weight 90#  
Final Answer 0035 grandson

LOT #51  
**BROWEN FOUR B 560**

Calved 3/20/2015 LE/RE 560  
Owner: Four B Ranch, Scott S. & Drenda Browen, Nyssa, OR  
S A V TRAVELER 917  
PRICE BARBARMERE JET 611  
PRICE BARBARMERE JET 101  
CED 8, BW 1.6, WW 42, YW 74, DOC 3, CEM 12, MILK 25, $EN -5.45, $F 22.44, $W 39.56  
Birth Weight 88#
LOT #52  BROWEN ALLIANCE 559
Calved 2/18/2015 LE/RE 559
Owner: Four B Ranch, Scott S. & Drenda Browen, Nyssa, OR
SITZ TRAVELER 8180
SITZ ALLIANCE 6595
SITZ BARBARAMERE JET 2698
OAK HOLLOW 7709 OF 1318 1118
PRICE BARBARAMERE JET 106
PRICE BARBARAMERE JET 128
CED 7, BW -1.5, WW 38, YW 85, YH .6, CEM 11, MILK 25, $EN -11.68, $F 44.62, $W 31.68
Birth Weight 67#
Low Birth Weight Sitz Alliance 6595 son

LOT #53  BROWEN FOUR B 558
Calved 2/7/2015 LE/RE 558
Owner: Four B Ranch, Scott S. & Drenda Browen, Nyssa, OR
PRICE TRAVELER 217
PRICE SAWTOOTH 325
PRICE BARBARAMERE JET 106
PRICE MONTANA VALUE 421
PRICE QUEEN MOTHER 633
P A R QUEEN 916
CED 8, BW .4, WW 43, YW 75, CEM 11, MILK 19, $EN 3.68, $F 23.50, $W 36.88
Birth Weight 82#

LOT #54  BROWEN FOUR B 570
Calved 2/24/2015 LE/RE 570
Owner: Four B Ranch, Scott S. & Drenda Browen, Nyssa, OR
PRICE TRAVELER 217
PRICE SAWTOOTH 325
PRICE BARBARAMERE JET 106
PRICE ANDY 108
PRICE BARBARMERE JET Z28
PRICE BARBARMERE JET 101
CED 9, BW .3, WW 42, YW 74, CEM 12, MILK 21, $EN 1.04, $F 22.44, $W 37.99
Birth Weight 80#

LOT #55  BROWEN FOUR B 561
Calved 2/20/2015 LE/RE 561
Owner: Four B Ranch, Scott S. & Drenda Browen, Nyssa, OR
PRICE TRAVELER 917
PRICE TRAVELER 217
PRICE BARBARMERE JET 611
PRICE PONY BOB 115
PRICE BARBARMERE JET Z15
PRICE BARBARMERE JET 518
CED 8, BW 1.0, WW 51, YW 76, CEM 12, MILK 22, $EN -1.63, $F 19.88, $W 52.70
Birth Weight 82#

LOT #56  BROWEN FOUR B 5421
Calved 2/17/2015 LE/RE 5421
Owner: Four B Ranch, Scott S. & Drenda Browen, Nyssa, OR
TWIN w/ BULL
S A V FINAL ANSWER 0035
PRICE TRAVELER 706
PRICE ROSE 908
PRICE ROSE 711
CED 8, BW .3, WW 41, YW 81, CEM 11, MILK 20, $EN -1.11, $F 35.38, $W 31.39
Birth Weight 72#

LOT #57  BROWEN FOUR B 551
Calved 3/9/2015 LE/RE 551
Owner: Four B Ranch, Scott S. & Drenda Browen, Nyssa, OR
S A V FINAL ANSWER 0035
PRICE TRAVELER 706
PRICE ROSE 908
PRICE ROSE 711
CED 8, BW .3, WW 41, YW 81, CEM 11, MILK 20, $EN -1.11, $F 35.38, $W 31.39
Birth Weight 72#

LOT #58  AMADOR ALL IN 9110 5806
Calved 8/18/2015 LE/RE 5806
Owner: Amador Angus, Ed or Josh Amador, Modesto, CA
A A R TEN X 7008 S A
DEER VALLEY ALL IN
DEER VALLEY RITA 0274
VERMILION DATELINE 7078
AMADOR FRANCES DATELINE
DIABLO FRANCES RUTH 976
CED 12, BW 1.1, WW 47, YW 87, RADG .21, DMI .09, YH .6, SC .44, DOC 5, HP 8.4, CEM 14, MILK 19, MW -4, MH .3, $EN 9.49, CW 18, MARB .66, RE .27, FAT -.007, $G 46.53, $G 40.13, $QG 33.63, $YG 6.50, $W 45.47, $B 90.03
Birth Weight 72#, Adj. WW 506, Adj. YW 1066
This long bodied son of All In is out of a 12 year old VRD daughter that has calved to the first AI breeding each year. He is a low-input bull with a Milk EPD of only 19 and a top 10% $EN. This heifer bull also has both the CED and CEM in the top 10% and a bottom 15% mature weight prediction.
AMADOR ANGUS

THE BULL...THE BREED...THE BRAND...

Offering 8 Bulls by these leading AI sires

3 Black Granite
2 GAR Prophet
1 Tour of Duty
 1 Reserve
 1 All In

Ed: (209) 595-3056
Josh: (209) 499-9182
amadorfarms@msn.com
**LOT #59** AMADOR PROPHET 2141 5913

Calved 9/01/2015 LE/RE 5913

Owner: Amador Angus, Ed or Josh Amador, Modesto, CA

C R A BEXTOR 872 5205 608
G A R PROPHET
G A R OBJECTIVE 1885
SITZ UPWARD 307R
AMADOR KINDNESS 6521 2141
AMADOR KINDNESS K854 6521

CED 4, BW 2.2, WW 59, YW 112, RADG .22, DMI .60, YH .5, SC .78, DOC 17, HP 16.9, CEM 8, MILK 34, MW 39, MH .4, $EN -22.76, CW 38, MARB .72, RE .61, FAT .061, $F 72.58, $QG 35.36, $YG -.82, $W 62.96, $B 117.92

Birth Weight 79#, Adj. WW 602, Adj. YW 1242

This is a moderate birth weight cow bull with excellent DNA for growth. His Prophet x Upward x E161 is a pedigree stacked for power. He has both top 10% $W and $F. If you are looking to keep replacements, he also has a HP of +18.5 that earns him top 15%.

**LOT #62** AMADOR GRANITE 8809 5019

Calved 10/17/2015 LE/RE 5019

Owner: Amador Angus, Ed or Josh Amador, Modesto, CA

CONNEALY CONSENSUS 7229
CONNEALY BLACK GRANITE
EURA ELGA OF CONANGA 9109
S S OBJECTIVE T510 0T26
AMADOR FOREVER LADY 20 8809
AMADOR FOREVER LADY 6529

CED 7, BW 1.4, WW 53, YW 92, RADG .22, DMI .27, YH .8, SC .85, DOC 20, HP 12.7, CEM 9, MILK 22, MW 41, MH .6, $EN -2.28, CW 24, MARB .58, RE .29, FAT .001, $F 47.18, $G 35.84, $QG 30.98, $YG 4.86, $W 49.50, $B 94.98

Birth Weight 865, Adj. WW 492

Here is another extremely balanced son of Black Granite. He offers a $W in the top 30% with a practical milk EPD of only 22. His DNA indicates more moderate birth weight and much more early growth than his performance indicates.

**LOT #60** AMADOR PROPHET 2130 5022

Calved 11/04/2015 LE/RE 5022

Owner: Amador Angus, Ed or Josh Amador, Modesto, CA

C R A BEXTOR 872 5205 608
G A R PROPHET
G A R OBJECTIVE 1885
B/R NEW DAY 454
AMADOR EILEEN 118 2130
AMADOR EILEEN 46 8114

CED 12, BW 1.1, WW 61, YW 107, RADG .17, DMI .55, YH .4, SC -.14, DOC 27, HP 16.0, CEM 11, MILK 31, MW 43, MH .2, $EN -17.41, CW 27, MARB .98, RE .74, FAT .028, $F 62.73, $G 48.76, $QG 41.81, $YG 6.95, $W 69.25, $B 111.00

Birth Weight 79#, Adj. WW 638

Here is a November heifer bull that boasts double digit CED and CEM while at the same time having WW, YW, and Marbling all in the top 10%! He defies all the antagonistic traits. He also has a top 3% $W, top 10% $G, and top 20% $F. His dam is one of our best young cows.

**LOT #63** AMADOR GRANITE 7853 5853

Calved 8/21/2015 LE/RE 5853

Owner: Amador Angus, Ed or Josh Amador, Modesto, CA

CONNEALY CONSENSUS 7229
CONNEALY BLACK GRANITE
EURA ELGA OF CONANGA 9109
MYTTY IN FOCUS
AMADOR ERICA 7853
AMADOR ERICA 831P 95

CED 13, BW .4, WW 4.7, YW 80, RADG .20, DMI .26, YH -.3, SC 1.65, DOC 20, HP 11.9, CEM 14, MILK 25, MW -30, MH 0, $EN 8.22, CW 20, MARB .77, RE .52, FAT .050, $F 42.20, $G 39.73, $QG 36.72, $YG 3.01, $W 60.46, $B 100.50

Birth Weight 79#, Adj. WW 596, Adj. YW 1103

Here is a balanced heifer bull that stems from generations of lower birth weight and moderate mature size. His DNA indicates top 2% CED and BW and top 5% CEM, just like the pedigree would suggest. When you add that to his top 5% DMI, top 15% $EN, and bottom 5% mature weight, you have a heifer bull designed for low-input range conditions.

**LOT #64** AMADOR GRANITE 6843 5021

Calved 10/27/2015 LE/RE 5021

Owner: Amador Angus, Ed or Josh Amador, Modesto, CA

CONNEALY CONSENSUS 7229
CONNEALY BLACK GRANITE
EURA ELGA OF CONANGA 9109
IDEAL 4355 OF 0T26 2440
AMADOR FRANCES RUTH 6843
DIABLO FRANCES RUTH 976

CED 11, BW .6, WW 49, YW 82, RADG .17, DMI .01, YH 0, SC .69, DOC 9, HP 14.6, CEM 13, MILK 25, MW -15, MH .1, $EN 5.57, CW 32, MARB .34, RE .47, FAT .052, $F 38.53, $G 21.46, $QG 21.83, $YG -.37, $W 59.38, $B 101.09

Birth Weight 80#, Adj. WW 600

Take a look at this Black Granite heifer bull that comes from a 10 year old dam that is still going strong. He has a top 10% CEM, top 15% CED and a top 20% $EN. When you combine his calving ease, growth, feed efficiency, and moderate mature size you get a $W in the top 15% even with his lower Milk EPD of 25. Look for the Black Granites to be easy fleshing cow makers.
| Lot #65 | **AMADOR BRIGADE 0235 5018**  
Calved 10/08/2015 LE/RE 5018  
Owner: Amador Angus, Ed or Josh Amador, Modesto, CA  
WERNER WAR PARTY 2417  
R B TOUR OF DUTY 177  
B A LADY 6807 305  
B C LOOKOUT 7024  
AMADOR LOOKOUT LASS 49 0235  
AMADOR FOCUS OF LASS 7109  
CED -3, BW 4.1, WW 51, YW 100, RADG .30, DMI .52, DOC 26,  
HP 7.5, CEM 3, MILK 32, MW 60, MH .7, $EN -21.00, CW 46, MARB .59, RE .70,  
FAT -.057, $F 67.60, $G 42.47, $QG 31.37, $YG 11.10, $W 41.36, $B 148.38  
Birth Weight 92#, Adj. WW 561  
This cow bull is from a good uddered daughter of the popular Lookout. His  
genetics indicate a quiet disposition, and solid growth with a RADG in the elite  
4% of the breed and $B in the top 5%. If your buyers are looking for calves that  
perform in the feedlot, don’t overlook this bull. |
| Lot #68 | **RJR CONRAD TRUST 511**  
Calved 8/29/2015 LE/RE 511  
Owner: Flying RJ Ranch, Rick & Jerrie Libby, Live Oak, CA  
CONNEALY CONSENSUS 7229  
RJR ECHO CONSENSUS 359  
HAVE ECHO 5024 1142  
SYDGEN TRUST 6228  
RJR ABIGALE TRUST 384  
PCC-7024-ABIGALE-6021-911B  
CED 2, BW 1.7, WW 52, YW 93, RADG .21, DMI .30, YH .3, SC .87, DOC 18,  
HP 12.4, CEM 4, MILK 24, MW 12, MH .3, $EN .35, CW 34, MARB .31, RE .68,  
FAT -.029, $F 49.01, $G 30.97, $QG 20.50, $YG 10.47, $W 54.36, $B 109.52  
Birth Weight 72#  
Moderate, sturdy bull by Consensus 7229 line. $B 115.75 |
| Lot #66 | **RJR ALL IN TIME 505**  
Calved 8/20/2015 LE/RE 505  
Owner: Flying RJ Ranch, Rick & Jerrie Libby, Live Oak, CA  
A A R TEN X 7008 S A  
DEER VALLEY ALL IN  
DEER VALLEY RITA 0274  
B/R NEW FRONTIER 095  
VOML SWEET LORELEI 261R  
S A R EUTHEMIA 015  
CED 8, BW 1.0, WW 63, YW 101, RADG .26, DMI .18, YH .7, SC 1.56, DOC 8,  
HP 11.7, CEM 12, MILK 23, MW 12, MH .3, $EN -1.16, CW 31, MARB .53, RE .39,  
FAT -.012, $F 67.12, $G 35.57, $QG 29.40, $YG 6.17, $W 68.98, $B 120.65  
Birth Weight 82#  
Stout bull by sire of Snyder’s Century 21 2016 Sale, Deer Valley All In Overall  
Champion and dam by Pathfinder sire B/R Frontier 095. $B +120.65 |
| Lot #67 | **RJR CONRAD 510**  
Calved 8/20/2015 LE/RE 510  
Owner: Flying RJ Ranch, Rick & Jerrie Libby, Live Oak, CA  
CONNEALY CONSENSUS 7229  
RJR ECHO CONSENSUS 359  
HAVE ECHO 5024 1142  
WOODHILL FORESIGHT  
THUNDER HILL KINDNESS 6930  
THUNDER HILL KINDNESS 7615  
CED 2, BW 2.2, WW 50, YW 87, RADG .19, DMI .01, YH .8, SC .37, DOC 12,  
HP 4.8, CEM 7, MILK 23, MW 34, MH .4, $EN -1.17, CW 22, MARB .57, RE .10,  
FAT .014, $F 46.31, $G 32.00, $QG 30.64, $YG 1.36, $W 45.77, $B 92.10  
Birth Weight 76#  
Nice medium sized bull out of dam that brought several winners to sales. |
| Lot #69 | **RJR COMMODORE 531**  
Calved 10/04/2015 LE/RE 531  
Owner: Flying RJ Ranch, Rick & Jerrie Libby, Live Oak, CA  
CONNEALY CONSENSUS 7229  
RJR ECHO CONSENSUS 359  
HAVE ECHO 5024 1142  
S A V FINAL ANSWER 0035  
B C C POLLY 0035 2113-7521  
A PLUS POLLY 2113  
CED 8, BW .9, WW 48, YW 76, RADG .13, DMI -.04, YH .6, SC .67, DOC 14,  
HP -.18, CEM 8, MILK 26, MW 3, MH .1, $EN 2.54, CW 19, MARB .52, RE .58,  
FAT .080, $F 29.36, $G 29.08, $QG 28.97, $YG .11, $W 56.59, $B 81.59  
Birth Weight 76#  
By Consensus 7229 herd bull and grand dam of 21st Century 2016 All Around  
Champion |
| Lot #70 | **WHITE RV CONNEALLY 125**  
Calved 4/08/2015 LE/RE 5125  
Owner: White RV Angus, Eric R. White, Adrian, OR  
CONNEALY CONSENSUS 7229  
CONNEALY PRODUCT 568  
CONNEALY FINAL PRODUCT  
EBONISTA OF CONANGA 471  
PRICE KIT CARSON 819  
PRICE QUEEN MOTHER 125  
PRICE QUEEN MOTHER 802  
CED 2, BW 2.2, WW 53, YW 90, YH -.7, SC .85, DOC 7, CEM 7, MILK 27,  
$EN -13.03, $F 43.42, $W 47.71  
Birth Weight 100#, adj. weaning weight 746#, adj. yearling weight 1013#  
Will make a good herd bull |
| Lot #71 | **WHITE RV ABSOLUTE 214**  
Calved 4/01/2015 LE/RE 5214  
Owner: White RV Angus, Eric R. White, Adrian, OR  
S A V FINAL ANSWER 0035  
K C F BENNETT ABSOLUTE  
THOMAS MISS LUCY 5152  
PRICE SLEEP WELL BUDDY 913  
WHITE BEAUTY 214  
PRICE BEAUTY 114  
CED 15, BW -.13, WW 44, YW 88, YH 0, SC .59, DOC 17, CEM 14, MILK 13,  
$EN 7.15, $F 46.12, $W 27.76  
Birth Weight 78#, adj. weaning weight 570#, adj. yearling weight 909#  
Good heifer bull |
LOT #72  WHITE RV FOCUS POWER 419
Calved 3/04/2015 LE/RE 5419
Owner: White RV Angus, Eric R. White, Adrian, OR
V N A R IN FOCUS 7326
SMIT FOCUS POWER 1228
SMIT JUANA LADY 346
BAKER CHARGE ON 1624
WHITE BARARAMERE JET 419
PRICE BARBARAME JET 419
CED 7, BW .9, WW 40, YW 74, YH .3, SC .94, DOC 16, CEM 9, MILK 18,
$EN 6.65, $F 23.91, $W 29.60
Birth Weight 87#, adj. weaning weight 678#, adj. yearling weight 1040#

LOT #73  WHITE RV JET 703
Calved 2/12/2015 LE/RE 5703
Owner: White RV Angus, Eric R. White, Adrian, OR
S A V FINAL ANSWER 0035
K C F BENNETT ABSOLUTE
THOMAS MISS LUCY 5152
SITZ ALLIANCE 6595
PRICE BARBARAME JET 703
P A R BARBARAME JET 10
CED 10, BW -.2, WW 49, YW 89, YH .4, SC 1.07, CEM 10, MILK 20, $EN -2.75,
$F 44.41, $W 40.65
Birth Weight 88#, adj. weaning weight 657#, adj. yearling weight 1012#

LOT #74  WHITE RV FOCUS POWER Z-5
Calved 4/06/2015 LE/RE 505
Owner: White RV Angus, Eric R. White, Adrian, OR
V N A R IN FOCUS 7326
SMIT FOCUS POWER 1228
SMIT JUANA LADY 346
PRICE INTEGRITY 606
WHITE BARBARAME JET Z5
PRICE BARBARAME JET 905
CED 12, BW -1.2, WW 31, YW 62, YH .1, SC .40, DOC 16, CEM 12, MILK 21,
$EN 8.21, $F 9.23, $W 27.13
Birth Weight 71#, adj. weaning weight 630#, adj. yearling weight 936#
Low birth weight bull

LOT #75  WHITE RV FOCUS POWER Z-23
Calved 4/02/2015 LE/RE 523
Owner: White RV Angus, Eric R. White, Adrian, OR
V N A R IN FOCUS 7326
SMIT FOCUS POWER 1228
SMIT JUANA LADY 346
PRICE TOTAL 103
WHITE QUEEN Z23
PRICE QUEEN 11 OF 601
CED 6, BW 1.3, WW 37, YW 61, YH .3, SC .45, DOC 14, CEM 10, MILK 23,
$EN 5.71, $F 3.62, $W 34.98
Birth Weight 85#, adj. weaning weight 736#, adj. yearling weight 969#
**LOT #76**  
**JMA RUMSIN TMY-6321**  
Calved 10/19/2015 LE/RE 6321  
Owner: Jackson Mtn. Angus, The Hoenck Family, Winnemucca, NV  
SCR-TL TOMORROW 0016  
SPRING COVE TOMORROW 2064  
SPRING COVE ELLA 064  
SYDGEN HIGH PRIME 4474  
JMA MARIAH 321  
JMA MARIAH 180  
CED 10, BW 0.5, WW 42, YW 74, CEM 10, MILK 23  
Birth Weight 66#  
Moderate framed bull with powerful maternal cow family. Extremely easy fleshing and super udder structures in pedigree.

**LOT #77**  
**JMA SLEEP IN TMY-6453**  
Calved 9/18/2015 LE/RE 6453  
Owner: Jackson Mtn. Angus, The Hoenck Family, Winnemucca, NV  
SCR-TL TOMORROW 0016  
SPRING COVE TOMORROW 2064  
SPRING COVE ELLA 064  
SYDGEN HIGH PRIME 4474  
JMA NIGHT FOX 453  
J M A NIGHT FOX RT-0753  
CED 13, BW -1.0, WW 39, YW 71, CEM 11, MILK 20  
Birth Weight 56#  
Moderate framed bull with muscle, style, eye appeal and extreme fleshing ability. Maternal and Docility with cow power.

**LOT #78**  
**JMA BUSTER TMY-6495**  
Calved 8/28/2015 LE/RE 6495  
Owner: Jackson Mtn. Angus, The Hoenck Family, Winnemucca, NV  
SCR-TL TOMORROW 0016  
SPRING COVE TOMORROW 2064  
SPRING COVE ELLA 064  
SYDGEN HIGH PRIME 4474  
JMA LYNEE 495  
JMA LYNEE 195  
CED 13, BW -1.3, WW 41, YW 73, CEM 12, MILK 19  
Birth Weight 54#  
Moderate framed bull with eye appeal and style. Clean calving ease confirmation and very easy fleshing. Good looker. Docile.

**LOT #79**  
**JMA CHALLENGER TMY-6184**  
Calved 9/04/2015 LE/RE 6184  
Owner: Jackson Mtn. Angus, The Hoenck Family, Winnemucca, NV  
SCR-TL TOMORROW 0016  
SPRING COVE TOMORROW 2064  
SPRING COVE ELLA 064  
SYDGEN HIGH PRIME 4474  
JMA ADDITION 0672  
JMA TIGGER GP5400-864  
CED 14, BW -2.2, WW 38, YW 70, CEM 13, MILK 21, $EN 3.91, $F 20.71, $W 33.71  
Birth Weight 52#  
Powerful bull, good looker. Explosive growth from small calving birth weight. His cow family is foundation in our herd. Very docile.

**LOT #80**  
**BEITIA TIMELESS 5385**  
Calved 1/21/2015 HOT BRAND 5385  
Owner: Beitia Livestock, Daniel, Gerri, & Jonathan Beitia, Elko, NV  
SINCLAIR IN TIME 6BT39  
SINCLAIR TIMELESS 8BA4  
SINCLAIR BLACKBIRD 2PB 7079  
CCC ABERDEEN 1101  
NV G MAXINE 3853  
FX ELDERINE BLACKCAP 8530  
Birth Weight: 60#  
Beitia Timeless 5385 is an extreme calving ease bull out of a first calf heifer. He combines a +13 CED, -1.7 BW EPD and a 60# actual birth weight.

**LOT #81**  
**BEITIA CHARLO 5727**  
Calved 2/10/2015 HOT BRAND 5727  
Owner: Beitia Livestock, Daniel, Gerri, & Jonathan Beitia, Elko, NV  
O C C PAXTON 730P  
COLEMAN CHARLO 0256  
BOHI ABIGALE 6014  
BR MIDLAND  
FX MISS BR NELL 7278  
FX MAX NELL 278  
CED 12, BW 0, WW 43, YW 83, RAGD 20, DMI .08, YH .1, SC 1.63, DOC 11, HP -6, CEM 9, MILK 17, MW -19, MH -2, $EN 16.60, CW 20, MARB 1.17, RE .68, FAT .014, $F 42.36, $G 54.47, $QG 45.63, $YG 8.84, $W 43.34, $B 108.31  
Birth Weight: 78#  
Here is a Charlo son that combines it all and out of an own daughter of BR Midland! If you are looking for a bull that puts everything together, here he is. A +12 CED, 0 BW, and Marb EPD of +1.13.

**LOT #82**  
**BEITIA CONFIDENCE 5853**  
Calved 2/11/2015 HOT BRAND 5853  
Owner: Beitia Livestock, Daniel, Gerri, & Jonathan Beitia, Elko, NV  
CONNEALY CONFIDENCE 0100  
THOMAS CONFIDENCE 21112  
THOMAS MISS LUCY 9896  
B/R NEW DESIGN 036  
FX ELDERINE BLACKCAP 8530  
FX ELDERINE BLACKCAP 5301  
CED 16, BW -1.8, WW 39, YW 75, RAGD .17, DMI .03, YH .1, SC 1.15, DOC 5, HP 5.6, CEM 16, MILK 25, MW .34, MH -2, $EN 10.54, CW 11, MARB .69, RE .16, FAT .112, $F 33.48, $G 24.61, $QG 34.56, $YG 8.93, $W 52.26, $B 59.31  
Birth Weight: 63#  
Look at the calving ease for this bull! A +16 CED, -1.8 BW and actual birth weight of 63#. He’s out of a direct daughter of B/R New Design 036.
LOT #83  BEITIA CONFIDENCE 5830

Calved 2/16/2015 HOT BRAND 5830
Owner: Beitia Livestock, Daniel, Gerri, & Jonathan Beitia, Elko, NV

CONNEALY CONFIDENCE 0100
THOMAS CONFIDENCE 21112
THOMAS MISS LUCY 9896
N BAR EMULATION EXT
FX ELDERINE EXT 8301
FX ELDERINE MAXINE

CED 13, BW -1.6, WW 43, YW 76, RADG .17, DMI .13, YH .5, SC .79, DOC 8,
HP 22.1, CEM 16, MILK 19, MW -3, MH -1, $EN 12.94, CW 11, MARB .69, RE .16,
FAT .032, $F 28.78, $G 36.73, $QG 34.56, $YG 2.17, $W 46.69, $B 67.57

Birth Weight: 73#

Here is a Confidence grandson that checks all of the boxes. He combines a +13
CED, a -1.6 BW ED with an actual 63# birth weight. He’s out of a Pathfinder EXT
cow that never misses.

LOT #84  BEITIA SURVIVOR BOB

Calved 10/06/2015 LE/RE 5910
Owner: Beitia Livestock, Daniel, Gerri, & Jonathan Beitia, Elko, NV

101 GIT R DUN
101 SURVIVOR BOB
101 UDDER PERFECTION Y191
CONNEALY RIGHT ANSWER 746
101 EMMA Z910
101 EMMA X555

CED 16, BW -2.7, WW 54, YW 93, YH .1, CEM 14, MILK 28, $EN -14.98,
CW 26, MARB .82, RE .16, FAT .047, $F 48.17, $G 35.01, $QG 38.00, $YG -2.99,
$W 58.09, $B 98.29

Birth Weight: 58#

Beitia Survivor Bob is out of a Connealy Right Answer daughter and 101 Survivor
Bob. He is in the top 2% of the breed for CED and BW EPD with a +54 WW and
+93 YW EPDs. This bull is the full package.

LOT #85  BEITIA TRACKTION 5321

Calved 9/05/2015 LE/RE 5321
Owner: Beitia Livestock, Daniel, Gerri, & Jonathan Beitia, Elko, NV

SITZ TOP GAME 561X
JMB TRACTION 292
JMB EMULOTA 013
CONNEALY THUNDER
101 GAIL W321
101 GAIL P595

CED 8, BW -2, WW 53, YW 96, YH .4, SC .95, CEM 10, MILK 36, MW 11,
MH .2, $EN -18.06, CW 38, MARB .60, RE .94, FAT .002, $F 54.39, $G 41.55,
$QG 31.69, $YG 9.86, $W 67.83, $B 128.44

Birth Weight: 63#

5321 combines Connealy Thunder and JMB Traction with calving ease,
performance and carcass traits. He has a $W EPD in the top 4% of the breed at
+67 and a $B of +128.44. Do not overlook this bull!!!
Mark your calendars for our 28th Annual Event

March 1 - March 5, 2017

Winnemucca Events Complex

Join us at the Winnemucca Events Complex to experience Nevada’s largest & most exciting Ranch Hand Rodeo and Horse Sale! Over 30 teams compete for prizes and bragging rights!

Ranch, Rope & Performance Horse Sale
Top Ten Average ~ $10,440
High Selling Horse
Not Smart Smokin~ $17,500

This premier sale will feature top quality ranch, rope, and performance horses, both finished and started prospects. The Winnemucca Horse Sale has become well known for quality horses and an efficient crew year after year!

For more information
1-800-962-2638 or 775-623-5071

www.RanchRodeoNV.com

2016 Ranch Hand Rodeo Winning Team
TL Ranch- Bruneau, ID

Tentative Schedule

Wednesday & Thursday, March 1-2, 2017
Winnemucca Cow Dog Trial and Finals
Friday, March 3, 2017
Stock Horse Challenge & Horse Sale Preview
Winnemucca RHR Barrel Bash
Saturday, March 4, 2017
Ranch Hand Rodeo
Winnemucca RHR Barrel Bash
Ranch, Rope & Performance Horse Sale

Sunday, March 5, 2017
Ranch Hand Rodeo
Winnemucca RHR Barrel Bash

Winnemucca RHR Barrel Bash
Open 4D, Youth, and Senior Races
ADDED MONEY!!
March 3-5, 2017
Winnemucca Events Complex
For More Information
Call (775) 623-2220

5 Full Days of Excitement!
LOT #88  **LEVIN RIVERBEND 26**
Calved 12/10/2015 LE/RE 1526
Owner: Levin Ranch, Stanley R. Levin, Farmington, CA

**RIVERBEND NONE BETTER Y095**
**RIVERBEND NONE BETTER 1309**
**LEVIN 0748**
**CJ SH LIQUID ASSET 8660**
**V A R ELGA 3039**
**STEVENSON ELGA 0625**

CED 10, BW -.6, WW 46, YW 82, RADG .20, DMI .04, YH .5, SC -.23, DOC 19,
HP 8.7, CEM 12, MILK 22, BW 33, MH .4, $EN -.60, CW 22, MARB .52, RE .39,
FAT .013, $F 39.46, $G 33.58, $QG 28.40, $YG 5.18, $W 47.62, $B 94.16

Birth Weight 74#

LOT #89  **PEV RIGHT TIME 338 2C22**
Calved 9/05/2015 LE/RE 2C22
Owner: Potter’s Emmett Valley Ranch, Kevin Potter, Emmett, ID

**LEACHMAN RIGHT TIME**
**HYLINE RIGHT TIME 338**
**HYLINE PRIDE 265**
**CONNEALY DATELINE**
**PEV DATELINE PAULINE 2R8**
**PEV MAYOR PAULINE 2M9**

CED 3, BW 2.5, WW 47, YW 78, CEM 6, MILK 23, $EN -1.82, CW 40,
MARB .46, RE .23, FAT -.031, $F 26.16, $G 31.25, $QG 26.75, $YG 4.50,
$W 39.43, $B 118.59

Birth Weight 83#

Optimum trait bull with strong carcass merit. 105 – ww Ratio

LOT #90  **PEV RIGHT TIME 338 2C30**
Calved 9/29/2015 LE/RE 2C30
Owner: Potter’s Emmett Valley Ranch, Kevin Potter, Emmett, ID

**LEACHMAN RIGHT TIME**
**HYLINE RIGHT TIME 338**
**HYLINE PRIDE 265**
**BON VIEW NEW DESIGN 878**
**PEV ND 878 PAULINE 2S1**
**PEV MAYOR PAULINE 2P4**

CED 2, BW 2.8, WW 48, YW 85, CEM 5, MILK 28, $EN -11.77, CW 44, MARB .47,
RE .19, FAT -.005, $F 37.90, $G 27.56, $QG 27.17, $YG .39, $W 41.47, $B 122.61

Birth Weight 87#

Balanced trait bull with strong carcass merit. 107 – ww Ratio, 104 – yw Ratio

LOT #91  **PEV RIGHT TIME 338 5C15**
Calved 9/07/2015 LE/RE 5C15
Owner: Potter’s Emmett Valley Ranch, Kevin Potter, Emmett, ID

**LEACHMAN RIGHT TIME**
**HYLINE RIGHT TIME 338**
**HYLINE PRIDE 265**
**CONNEALY THUNDER**
**PEV THUNDER RITA 5Z3**
**PEV LOOKOUT RITA 5X8**

CED 2, BW 3.1, WW 53, YW 91, CEM 5, MILK 24, $EN -8.98, CW 49, MARB .52,
RE .50, FAT -.010, $F 45.23, $G 33.10, $QG 28.97, $YG 4.13, $W 41.85, $B 137.12

Birth Weight 86#

A Growth and Carcass Power House.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LOT #92</th>
<th>PEV HAPPY DAYS 5C17</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Calved 10/10/2015 LE/RE 5C17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Owner: Potter’s Emmett Valley Ranch, Kevin Potter, Emmett, ID</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B/R NEW DAY 454</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEV HAPPY DAYS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEV MAGNITUDE BARBARA 85W5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRUSETT MAYOR 59</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEV MAYOR RITA 5R2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'RA EVAS EXT H288</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CED -3, BW 3.7, WW 42, YW 70, CEM 3, MILK 24, $EN .34, CW 15, MARB .23, RE .26, FAT .015, $F 15.63, $G 21.52, $QG 16.87, $YG 4.65, $W 31.96, $B 57.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Birth Weight: 86#</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimum trait bull from a strong cow family. 110 – ww Ratio, 107 – yw Ratio</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LOT #93</th>
<th>PEV HAPPY DAYS 11C2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Calved 10/07/2015 LE/RE 11C2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Owner: Potter’s Emmett Valley Ranch, Kevin Potter, Emmett, ID</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B/R NEW DAY 454</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEV HAPPY DAYS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEV MAGNITUDE BARBARA 85W5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BON VIEW NEW DESIGN 878</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEV NEW DESIGN QUEEN 11R3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEV MAYOR QUEEN 11L1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CED -6, BW 4.9, WW 46, YW 79, CEM 2, MILK 23, $EN -2.27, CW 22, MARB .46, RE .23, FAT .009, $F 28.60, $G 30.37, $QG 26.75, $YG 3.62, $W 28.97, $B 82.80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Birth Weight: 89#</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Big bodied bull with excellent marbling traits.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LOT #94</th>
<th>PEV RIGHT TIME 338 21C3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Calved 9/10/2015 LE/RE 21C3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Owner: Potter’s Emmett Valley Ranch, Kevin Potter, Emmett, ID</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEACHMAN RIGHT TIME</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HYLINE RIGHT TIME 338</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HYLINE PRIDE 265</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B C C BUSHWACKER 41-93</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SITZ BARBARAMERE NELL 704P</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SITZ BARBARAMERE NELL 2124</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CED 3, BW 2.7, WW 49, YW 85, CEM 5, MILK 26, $EN -9.01, CW 40, MARB .33, RE .16, FAT -.001, $F 37.20, $G 21.70, $QG 21.37, $YG .33, $W 41.58, $B 110.17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Birth Weight: 79#</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excellent maternal pedigree with balanced performance. 105 – ww Ratio, 111 – yw Ratio</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LOT #95</th>
<th>PEV RIGHT TIME 338 21C4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Calved 9/12/2015 LE/RE 21C4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Owner: Potter’s Emmett Valley Ranch, Kevin Potter, Emmett, ID</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEACHMAN RIGHT TIME</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HYLINE RIGHT TIME 338</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HYLINE PRIDE 265</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRUSETT MAYOR 59</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEV MYR BARBARAMERENELL 21U1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SITZ BARBARAMERE NELL 705P</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CED 1, BW 2.7, WW 41, YW 69, CEM 5, MILK 28, $EN -4.72, CW 33, MARB .64, RE -.04, FAT -.004, $F 14.57, $G 32.27, $QG 32.99, $YG -.72, $W 37.93, $B 105.71</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Birth Weight: 86#</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimum trait bull with excellent marbling traits.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LOT #96</th>
<th>PEV HAPPY DAYS 21C9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Calved 10/13/2015 LE/RE 21C9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Owner: Potter’s Emmett Valley Ranch, Kevin Potter, Emmett, ID</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B/R NEW DAY 454</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEV HAPPY DAYS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEV MAGNITUDE BARBARA 85W5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONNEALY THUNDER</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEV TDR BARBARAMERENELL 21X2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEV MYR BARBARAMERENELL 21T2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CED 0, BW 2.4, WW 48, YW 79, CEM 4, MILK 25, $EN -4.97, CW 17, MARB .46, RE .37, FAT .015, $F 27.24, $G 32.39, $QG 26.75, $YG .56, $W 42.78, $B 73.74</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Birth Weight: 82#</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balanced trait performance and a 104 – ww Ratio</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LOT #S-204</th>
<th>PEV RIGHT TIME 338 2C24</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Calved 9/11/2015 LE/RE 2C24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Owner: Potter’s Emmett Valley Ranch, Kevin Potter, Emmett, ID</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEACHMAN RIGHT TIME</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HYLINE RIGHT TIME 338</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HYLINE PRIDE 265</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TC ABERDEEN 759</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEV ABERDEEN PAULINE 2Y13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEV MARATHON PAULINE 2U16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CED 4, BW 2.3, WW 49, YW 87, CEM 5, MILK 26, $EN -9.90, CW 47, MARB .25, RE .63, FAT -.006, $F 40.80, $G 23.41, $QG 17.78, $YG 5.63, $W 42.03, $B 124.05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Birth Weight: 77#</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calving ease bull with strong maternal pedigree.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LOT #S-205</th>
<th>PEV RIGHT TIME 338 98C2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Calved 9/11/2015 LE/RE 98C2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Owner: Potter’s Emmett Valley Ranch, Kevin Potter, Emmett, ID</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEACHMAN RIGHT TIME</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HYLINE RIGHT TIME 338</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HYLINE PRIDE 265</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONNEALY FINAL PRODUCT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEV FP BARBARAMERE JET 98Z1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEV MYR BARBARAMERE JET 98T2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CED 1, BW 2.3, WW 52, YW 90, CEM 5, MILK 25, $EN -9.89, CW 42, MARB .31, RE .39, FAT .009, $F 44.12, $G 22.39, $QG 20.50, $YG 1.89, $W 44.41, $B 114.98</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Birth Weight: 79#</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calving ease bull with a big EPD spread. 103 – ww Ratio</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LOT #97</th>
<th>JSL PROGRAM 1331 1574</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Calved 3/11/2015 FREEZE BRAND 1574</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Owner: JSL Angus, Mark Ferguson, Madras, OR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HA PROGRAM 5652</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JSL PROGRAM 1331</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JSL CITED DESIGN 108</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JSL BON VIEW BRUTUS 506</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JSL 506 ELINE U465</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLYING U ELINE U465</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CED 6, BW 1.6, WW 45, YW 79, CEM 10, MILK 28, $EN -9.10, $W 43.45, $B 29.29</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Birth Weight: 78 lbs.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adj. 205-663#</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
LOT #98  JSL PROGRAM 1331 1569
Calved 2/23/2015 FREEZE BRAND 1569
Owner: JSL Angus, Mark Ferguson, Madras, OR

HA PROGRAM 5652
JSL PROGRAM 1331
JSL CITED DESIGN 108
BAR 22 SOUL 946
JSL 946 BLACKCAP 1349
WILSONS WESTERN DATELINE 802

CED 9, BW .2, WW 39, YW 72, YH .8, CEM 12, MILK 22, $EN 1.62, CW 22,
MARB .28, RE .08, FAT -.026, $F 21.10, $W 33.45, $G 19.27, $YG 5.43, $B 76.31

Birth Weight: 66 lbs.
Adj. 205-579#, Adj. 365-1083#

LOT #99  JSL SOUL 1568
Calved 2/20/2015 FREEZE BRAND 1568
Owner: JSL Angus, Mark Ferguson, Madras, OR

K BAR D SOUL 22S
BAR 22 SOUL 946
B A R 016 EMMA 620
S A V FINAL ANSWER 0035
JSL FINAL DESIGN 209
FF NEW DESIGN 878 CITATION

CED 4, BW 2.2, WW 43, YW 72, YH .6, DOC 16, CEM 10, MILK 16, $EN 9.68,
CW 23, MARB .38, RE .29, FAT .031, $F 18.41, $G 25.20, $QG 23.50, $YG 1.70,
$W 29.29, $B 78.70

Birth Weight: 84 lbs.
Adj. 205-593#, Adj. 365-996#

LOT #100  LEWALLEN CHISUM 11
Calved 9/10/2015 LE/RE 5011
Owner: Lewallen Land & Cattle Co., Mark Lewallen, Linden, CA

S CHISUM 6175
THOMAS CHISUM 21321
THOMAS JET 8870
CONNEALY CONFIDENCE 0100
THOMAS LUCY 21295
THOMAS LUCY 81035

Birth Weight: 80 lbs.
Fed no grain until 120 days before sale. Thomas mother.

LOT #101  LEWALLEN WAR PARTY 20
Calved 9/01/2015 LE/RE 5020
Owner: Lewallen Land & Cattle Co., Mark Lewallen, Linden, CA

WERNER WAR PARTY 2417
THOMAS WAR PARTY 21023
THOMAS LUCY 0158
A A R TEN X 7008 S A
THOMAS LUCY 31086
THOMAS LUCY 9526

Birth Weight: 75 lbs.
No grain until one year old.

LOT #102  LEWALLEN CHISUM 22
Calved 8/18/2015 LE/RE 5022
Owner: Lewallen Land & Cattle Co., Mark Lewallen, Linden, CA

S CHISUM 6175
THOMAS CHISUM 21321
THOMAS JET 8870
THOMAS GRADE UP 6849
THOMAS BLACKCAP 21306
THOMAS BLACKCAP 7756

Birth Weight: 77 lbs.
Fed no grain until 120 days before sale. Thomas mother.

LOT #103  LEWALLEN CHISUM 5003
Calved 8/10/2015 LE/RE 5003
Owner: Lewallen Land & Cattle Co., Mark Lewallen, Linden, CA

S CHISUM 6175
THOMAS CHISUM 21321
THOMAS JET 8870
WERNER WAR PARTY 2417
THOMAS LUCY 21267
THOMAS LUCY 0236

Birth Weight: 80 lbs.
Fed no grain until 120 days before sale. Thomas Angus Ranch mother cow.
LOT #104  LEWALLEN CHISUM 5021  
Calved 8/11/2015 LE/RE 5021  
Owner: Lewallen Land & Cattle Co., Mark Lewallen, Linden, CA  
S CHISUM 6175  
THOMAS CHISUM 21321  
THOMAS JET 8870  
WULFS EXT 6106  
THOMAS MISS LIBERTY 5237  
THOMAS MISS LIBERTY 1562  
Birth Weight: 75 lbs.  
Fed no grain until 120 days before sale. Thomas mother cow.

LOT #105  WAKLEY BLACK GRANITE 526  
Calved 2/18/2015 LE/RE 526  
Owner: Wakley Livestock, Taylor and Amelia Wakley, Deeth, NV  
CONNEALY CONSENSUS 7229  
CONNEALY BLACK GRANITE  
EURA ELGA OF CONANGA 9109  
L T 598 BANDO 9074  
FCR MS BANDO 0207  
FCR MS ALLIANCE 7750  
CED 10, BW .5, WW 55, YW 113, RADG .24, DMI .18, YH 0, SC 2.89, DOC 21, 
HP 17.5, CEM 12, MILK 23, MW -2, HH 0, $EN -4.43, $G 19.59, $QG 19.59, 
$YG 6.73, $W 53.05, $B 115.54  
Birth Weight 89#  
Black Granite progeny are easy to like, they are built right. This 2-year old will be 
ready to work on tough range. HD 50K tested.

LOT #106  WAKLEY CASH 565  
Calved 8/18/2015 LE/RE 565  
Owner: Wakley Livestock, Taylor and Amelia Wakley, Deeth, NV  
SITZ DASH 10277  
BARSTOW CASH  
BARSTOW QUEEN W16  
S A F 598 BANDO 5175  
NELSON ELBA LASSIE 7301  
NELSON ELBA LASSIE 8344  
CED 10, BW .5, WW 55, YW 113, RADG .24, DMI .18, YH 0, SC 2.89, 
DOC 21, HP 17.5, CEM 12, MILK 23, MW -2, HH 0, $EN -4.43, $G 19.59, $QG 19.59, 
$YG 6.73, $W 53.05, $B 115.54  
Birth Weight 78#  
Full flush brother to 568 & 569. Make a uniform calf crop with three full brothers 
by Barstow Cash! Out of an exceptional cow of mine.

LOT #107  WAKLEY RIGHT ANSWER 566  
Calved 8/19/2015 LE/RE 566  
Owner: Wakley Livestock, Taylor and Amelia Wakley, Deeth, NV  
S A V FINAL ANSWER 10277  
BARSTOW CASH  
BARSTOW QUEEN W16  
S A F 598 BANDO 5175  
NELSON ELBA LASSIE 7301  
NELSON ELBA LASSIE 8344  
CED 10, BW .5, WW 55, YW 113, RADG .24, DMI .18, YH 0, SC 2.89, 
DOC 21, HP 17.5, CEM 12, MILK 23, MW -2, HH 0, $EN -4.43, $G 19.59, $QG 19.59, 
$YG 6.73, $W 53.05, $B 115.54  
Birth Weight 78#  
Heifer Bull! Right Answer is tried and proven. Great maternal package without 
sacrificing growth and performance.
LOT #108  WAKLEY CASH 568  
Calved 8/19/2015 LE/RE 568  
Owner: Wakley Livestock, Taylor and Amelia Wakley, Deeth, NV  
SITZ DASH 10277  
BARSTOW CASH  
BARSTOW QUEEN W16  
S A F 598 BANDO 5175  
NELSON ELBA LASSIE 3030  
NELSON ELBA LASSIE 8344  
CED 6, BW .9, WW 59, YW 106, RADG .26, DMI .07, YH .9, SC 1.14, DOC 20, HP 23.5, CEM 10, MILK 24, MW 3, MH .1, $EN -2.49, CW 42, MARB .24, RE .73, FAT .040, $F 73.53, $G 20.07, $QG 17.34, $YG 2.73, $W 64.03, $B 120.87  
Birth Weight 85#  
Full flush brother to 565 & 569. Mother was an exceptional producer in my herd. Barstow Cash progeny are hard to beat!

LOT #109  WAKLEY CASH 569  
Calved 8/20/2015 LE/RE 569  
Owner: Wakley Livestock, Taylor and Amelia Wakley, Deeth, NV  
SITZ DASH 10277  
BARSTOW CASH  
BARSTOW QUEEN W16  
S A F 598 BANDO 5175  
NELSON ELBA LASSIE 3030  
NELSON ELBA LASSIE 8344  
CED 5, BW 1.7, WW 53, YW 100, RADG .27, DMI .12, YH .8, SC .18, DOC 19, HP 20.3, CEM 9, MILK 19, MW 31, MH .3, $EN 1.28, CW 39, MARB .09, RE .76, FAT .005, $F 65.45, $G 17.17, $QG 9.76, $YG 7.41, $W 45.20, $B 110.57  
Birth Weight 82#  
Full flush brother to 565 & 569. Three great full brothers here, take a look. Cash progeny are moderate and will perform well on range!

LOT #110  WAKLEY RIGHT ANSWER 562  
Calved 8/17/2015 LE/RE 562  
Owner: Wakley Livestock, Taylor and Amelia Wakley, Deeth, NV  
S A V FINAL ANSWER 0035  
CONNEALY RIGHT ANSWER 746  
HAPPY DELL OF CONANGA 262  
HOOVER DAM  
THOMAS ERICA 21621  
ERICA LGW 9577  
CED 3, BW 5, WW 65, YW 110, RADG .27, DMI .24, YH .5, SC .54, DOC 20, HP -1.7, CEM 6, MILK 30, MW 76, MH .6, $EN -22.50, CW 32, MARB .54, RE .13, FAT .034, $F 72.73, $G 26.70, $QG 29.66, $YG -2.96, $W 67.38, $B 106.27  
Birth Weight 76#  
Heifer Bull! Wean ratio 118! Yearling Ratio 103. This bull has the look and has the EPD's to back him up. Lots of power here.

LOT #111  WAKLEY CONSENSUS 7229 570  
Calved 9/07/2015 LE/RE 570  
Owner: Wakley Livestock, Taylor and Amelia Wakley, Deeth, NV  
CONNEALY CONSENSUS 7229  
BLUE LILLY OF CONANGA 16  
HOOVER DAM  
THOMAS BLANCHE 21592  
BLANCHE LGW 9632  
CED 7, BW -1.2, WW 47, YW 95, CEM 7, MILK 26, $EN -18.47, $F 56.50, $W 43.03  
Birth Weight 60#  
Sleep all night heifer bull! Consensus 7229 has stamped his progeny with thickness, docility, and moderation.

LOT #112  TL&C ACTIVE DUTY 562  
Calved 8/20/2015 LE/RE 562  
Owner: Thorenfeldt Land & Cattle, Bo Thorenfeldt, Burns, OR  
S A V HARVESTOR 0338  
S A V INTERNATIONAL 2020  
S A V EMBLYNETTE 5483  
ALC BIG EYE 09N  
WESTWIND BRIGITTE DJH 008  
TEHAMA BLACKCAP L112  
CED -4, BW 4.4, WW 63, YW 107, RADG .29, DMI -17, YH .6, SC .48, DOC 9, HP 3.1, CEM 2, MILK 30, MW 16, MH .3, $EN -12.72, CW 42, MARB .57, RE .56, FAT .028, $W 62.58, $F 78.10, $G 32.56, $QG 30.64, $YG 1.92, $B 138.78, BW 70, CE 1, BWR 100, ADJ WW 667, WWR 100, ADJ YW 1254, YWR 100  
Birth Weight 70#  
Impressive International son from one of our most productive cows who has an average weaning ratio of 108. Maternal brothers have excelled in feed efficiency at Snyder’s.

LOT #113  TL&C INTERNATIONAL 566  
Calved 8/19/2015 LE/RE 566  
Owner: Thorenfeldt Land & Cattle, Bo Thorenfeldt, Burns, OR  
S A V HARVESTOR 0338  
S A V INTERNATIONAL 2020  
S A V EMBLYNETTE 5483  
ALC BIG EYE 09N  
WESTWIND BRIGITTE DJH 008  
TEHAMA BLACKCAP L112  
CED -4, BW 4.4, WW 63, YW 107, RADG .29, DMI -17, YH .6, SC .48, DOC 9, HP 3.1, CEM 2, MILK 30, MW 16, MH .3, $EN -12.72, CW 42, MARB .57, RE .56, FAT .028, $W 62.58, $F 78.10, $G 32.56, $QG 30.64, $YG 1.92, $B 138.78, BW 70, CE 1, BWR 100, ADJ WW 667, WWR 100, ADJ YW 1254, YWR 100  
Birth Weight 70#  
Impressive International son from one of our most productive cows who has an average weaning ratio of 108. Maternal brothers have excelled in feed efficiency at Snyder’s.

LOT #114  TL&C ACTIVE DUTY 565  
Calved 8/09/2015 LE/RE 565  
Owner: Thorenfeldt Land & Cattle, Bo Thorenfeldt, Burns, OR  
LCC NEW STANDARD  
R B ACTIVE DUTY 010  
B A LADY 6807 305  
PLATTEMERE WEIGH UP K360  
DEER VALLEY BLACKBIRD 2326  
SANDPOINT BLACKBIRD 5505  
CED 6, BW 1.0, WW 58, YW 110, RADG .27, DMI .20, YH .2, SC 1.35, DOC 27, HP 23.3, CEM 7, MILK 27, MW 66, MH .8, $EN -16.88, CW 39, MARB .41, RE 33, FAT .030, $W 54.74, $F 78.94, $G 23.84, $QG 24.79, $YG -95, $B 117.89, Adj Yrlg Hip Ht 51.4, Adj Yrlg Scr Cir 38.62, Adj % IMF 3.45, % IMF Ratio 105, Adj RE 13.2, RE Ratio 86, Adj Rib Fat 0.41, Rib Fat Ratio 128, Adj Rump Fat 0.42, Rump Fat Ratio 120, BW 75, CE 1, BWR 100, ADJ WW 765, WWR 100, ADJ YW 1248, YWR 100  
Birth Weight 75#  
Big stout Active duty son with a stacked pedigree of proven high performance genetics from a great cow family.
LOT #115  ROADRUNNER VRDESIGN 1594
Calved 6/01/2015 LE/RE 1594
Owner: Cardey Ranches, Don & Diana Cardey, Turlock, CA
HOLIDAY DESIGN 4223
ROADRUNNER VRDESIGN 9335
ROADRUNNER LUCY 7769
ROADRUNNER VRDESIGN 9335
ROADRUNNER REGINA 700
ROADRUNNER REGINA 9246

LOT #116  ROADRUNNER VRDESIGN 1632
Calved 8/04/2015 LE/RE 1632
Owner: Cardey Ranches, Don & Diana Cardey, Turlock, CA
HOLIDAY DESIGN 4223
ROADRUNNER VRDESIGN 9335
ROADRUNNER LUCY 7769
ROADRUNNER VRDESIGN 9335
ROADRUNNER ANNABELLE 8451
ROADRUNNER ANNABELLE 5478
CED 5, BW 1.8, WW 51, YW 84, CEM 9, MILK 24, $EN -9.17, $F 33.83, $W 48.42

LOT #117  ROADRUNNER FRONTLINE 1683
Calved 9/29/2015 LE/RE 1683
Owner: Cardey Ranches, Don & Diana Cardey, Turlock, CA
BAAR FRONTLINE 2121
ROADRUNNER FRONTLINE 9783
ROADRUNNER RITA
T J BLACK JACK W625
ROADRUNNER EMMA 7832
ROADRUNNER EMMA 6241
CED 2, BW 2.6, WW 44, YW 80, CEM 8, MILK 24, $EN -7.02, $F 31.56, $W 35.25

LOT #118  ROADRUNNER VRDESIGN 1774
Calved 11/10/2015 LE/RE 1774
Owner: Cardey Ranches, Don & Diana Cardey, Turlock, CA
HOLIDAY DESIGN 4223
ROADRUNNER VRDESIGN 9335
ROADRUNNER LUCY 7769
BAAR FRONTLINE 2121
ROADRUNNER Greta 8772
ROADRUNNER Greta 3998

LOT #119  KDK N BAR EXT 49
Calved 2/20/2015 LE/RE 49
Owner: KDK Angus, Dana & Rena Weishaupt, Fallon, NV
K C F BENNETT TOTAL
PRICE TOTAL 103
PRICE BEAUTY 413
WHIPPLES SUPREME 24
K D K EMULATION N BAR LIL-P
HUTCHINGS BLACKCAP 9609
CED 3, BW 2.7, WW 34, YW 60, CEM 8, MILK 19, $EN 11.28, $W 22.14, $F 3.89
Birth Weight 90#, Weaning Weight 745#, Yearling Weight 1210#

LOT #120  KDK MARIANNE 8403 11-91
Calved 2/17/2015 LE/RE 91
Owner: KDK Angus, Dana & Rena Weishaupt, Fallon, NV
K C F BENNETT TOTAL
PRICE TOTAL 103
PRICE BEAUTY 413
S MIT NEW DAY POWER 627
KDK RIVERBEND MARIANNE 8403
RAINMAKERS MARIANNE
CED 6, BW 1.5, WW 33, YW 59, CEM 9, MILK 21, $EN 9.09, $W 27.01, $F 2.86
Birth Weight 84#, Weaning Weight 740#, Yearling Weight 1260#

LOT #121  KDK LUCY 08-98
Calved 2/16/2015 LE/RE 98
Owner: KDK Angus, Dana & Rena Weishaupt, Fallon, NV
K C F BENNETT TOTAL
PRICE TOTAL 103
PRICE BEAUTY 413
S MIT NEW DAY POWER 627
K D K N BAR PRITT 08
MISS PRITTS PRITSY
CED 6, BW 1.5, WW 33, YW 56, CEM 9, MILK 20, $EN 11.68, $W 27.27, $F -2.15
Birth Weight 81#, Weaning Weight 720#, Yearling Weight 1325#

LOT #122  CC 1319 MOUNTAIN HOME 37S
Calved 4/08/2015 LE/RE 37S
Owner: Cooper Cattle, Terry Cooper, Oakdale, CA
S A V IRON MOUNTAIN 8066
S A V MOUNTAIN HOME 1319
S A V BLACKBIRD 9057
S A V PROGRESSION 0407
CC BARBARA LASS 4005
C C BARBARA LASS 855
CED 7, BW 1.0, WW 43, YW 75, MILK 17, $EN 7.23, MARB .50, RE .34, FAT .041, $B 90.91
Birth Weight 80#, Weaning Weight 695#, Yearling Weight 1150#

LOT #123  CC 1319 MOUNTAIN HOME 48E
Calved 4/12/2015 LE/RE 48E
Owner: Cooper Cattle, Terry Cooper, Oakdale, CA
S A V IRON MOUNTAIN 8066
S A V MOUNTAIN HOME 1319
S A V BLACKBIRD 9057
C C 9FB3 PRIDE 84C
CC EMMA 402E
C C EMMA 83E
CED 13, BW -2.1, WW 34, YW 58, MILK 18, $EN 13.30, MARB .39, RE .32, FAT .038, $B 64.89
Birth Weight 64#, Weaning Weight 695#, Yearling Weight 1100#
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Family Established Proven Genetics That Last

Backed by three generations of family values, with our ongoing commitment to excellence we have accomplished proven increase in longevity and phenotype with our genetics.

Jon, Amanda, Makaila and Sallie Swaner

25560 Clark Ave
Orland CA 95963
Jon: 530-624-4511
Amanda: 530-330-0848
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LOT #</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Birth Date</th>
<th>Owner</th>
<th>Sires</th>
<th>Maternal Sires</th>
<th>Birth Weight</th>
<th>Weaning Weight</th>
<th>Yearling Weight</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>124</td>
<td>CC 31G TRAVELER 58P</td>
<td>4/08/2015</td>
<td>Cooper Cattle, Terry Cooper, Oakdale, CA</td>
<td>S A V 8180 TRAVELER 004</td>
<td>CC 04 TRAVELER 31G, CC CHARLIE 114G, C 9FB3 PRIDE 84C, CC VICTORIA 312P, CC VICTORIA 148P</td>
<td>95#</td>
<td>715#</td>
<td>1135#</td>
<td>CED 1, BW 3.5, WW 40, YW 67, MILK 19, $EN 8.27, MARB 15, RE .03, FAT .036, $B 62.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>125</td>
<td>CC 9A17 EMULATION 92R</td>
<td>4/01/2015</td>
<td>Cooper Cattle, Terry Cooper, Oakdale, CA</td>
<td>EMULATION 31, SINCLAIR EMULATION 9A17, SINCLAIR LADY 7RL43 3410, C 9FB3 PRIDE 84C, CC PRINCESS 281R, CC PRINCESS 178R</td>
<td>CED 6, BW 1.8, WW 26, YW 39, MILK 21, $EN 17.46, MARB .10, RE .10, FAT .008, $B 27.84</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>126</td>
<td>CC 31G TRAVELER 63P</td>
<td>5/20/2015</td>
<td>Cooper Cattle, Terry Cooper, Oakdale, CA</td>
<td>S A V 8180 TRAVELER 004</td>
<td>CC 04 TRAVELER 31G, CC CHARLIE 114G, C 9FB3 PRIDE 84C, CC VICTORIA 280P, CC VICTORIA 151P</td>
<td>98#</td>
<td>695#</td>
<td>1234#</td>
<td>CED 0, BW 3.5, WW 40, YW 74, MILK 21, $EN 1.67, MARB 18, RE 12, FAT .036, $B 59.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>127</td>
<td>CC 31G TRAVELER 54N</td>
<td>4/16/2015</td>
<td>Cooper Cattle, Terry Cooper, Oakdale, CA</td>
<td>S A V 8180 TRAVELER 004</td>
<td>CC 04 TRAVELER 31G, CC CHARLIE 114G, C 9FB3 PRIDE 84C, CC BLACKCAP 278N, CC BLACKCAP 196N</td>
<td>90#</td>
<td>695#</td>
<td>1234#</td>
<td>CED 3, BW 2.5, WW 42, YW 73, MILK 20, $EN 3.95, MARB 22, RE .05, FAT .058, $B 71.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128</td>
<td>CC 31G TRAVELER 44E</td>
<td>4/02/2015</td>
<td>Cooper Cattle, Terry Cooper, Oakdale, CA</td>
<td>S A V 8180 TRAVELER 004</td>
<td>CC 04 TRAVELER 31G, CC CHARLIE 114G, S A V E161 PRECISION 2155, CC MISS ACCORD 239E, C C MISS ACCORD 82E</td>
<td>84#, Weaning Weight 750#, Yearling Weight 1250#</td>
<td>88#, Weaning Weight 775#, Yearling Weight 1150#</td>
<td>88#, Weaning Weight 775#, Yearling Weight 1150#</td>
<td>Birth Weight 84#, Weaning Weight 720#, Yearling Weight 1220#</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
LOT #132  UNR DASH C001
Calved 3/25/2015 LE/RE C001
Owner: UNR Main Station Field Lab, Luke Thompson, Reno, NV

SITZ UPWARD 307R
SITZ DASH 10277
SITZ EVERELDA ENTENSE 2665
ALBERDA TRAVELER 005
ALBERDA QUEEN KIMBERLY 596
ALBERDA QUEEN KIMBERLY 224

CED 7, BW 1.2, WW 41, YW 71, CEM 9, MILK 19, $EN 5.80, $F 17.95, $W 34.05
Birth Weight 82#
This bull's sire is no longer available for AI. Get some Sitz Dash genetics for your herd before they are all gone.

LOT #133  UNR DASH C011
Calved 4/02/2015 LE/RE C011
Owner: UNR Main Station Field Lab, Luke Thompson, Reno, NV

SITZ UPWARD 307R
SITZ DASH 10277
SITZ EVERELDA ENTENSE 2665
ALBERDA TRAVELER 005
ALBERDA QUEEN KIMBERLY 596
ALBERDA QUEEN KIMBERLY 224

CED 8, BW 1.2, WW 39, YW 73, CEM 9, MILK 18, $EN 6.31, $F 22.73, $W 28.30
Birth Weight 90#
This Dash son will make a great calving ease prospect. With low Milk and positive $EN, he’ll sire replacements that work well on the range.

LOT #134  UNR AMADOR DANNY C021
Calved 4/04/2015 LE/RE C021
Owner: UNR Main Station Field Lab, Luke Thompson, Reno, NV

CONNEALY DANNY 5398
AMADOR DANNY 118 0106
AMADOR EILEEN 46 8114
NMSU 8019

UNR QUEEN KIMBERLY 0020
ALBERDA QUEEN KIMBERLY 115

Birth Weight 89#
A deep bodied bull with a lot of capacity. This is a low maintenance bull perfect for poor quality rangelands.

LOT #135  7 LAZY 11 J. S. LEGACY
Calved 2/23/2015 Left Ear SE 98C
Owner: 7 Lazy 11 Murray Greys, Mike & Gaylene Lowry, Fernley, NV

COLOR: BLACK

TWIN FIR SMOKE
7 LAZY 11 SMOKE’S LEGACY
EAGLES RUN SASSAFRAS 264R
TWIN FIR SMOKE
7 LAZY 11 809X

UHP 12561 HEREFORD/REDANGUS

Birth Weight 82#, Weaning Weight 780#, Yearling Weight 1220#
J. S. Legacy is an exceptional growthy bull and traveler. Superb conformation, muscling and disposition.

LOT #136  7 LAZY 11 LEGACY 103
Calved 4/3/2015 Left Ear SE 103C
Owner: 7 Lazy 11 Murray Greys, Mike & Gaylene Lowry, Fernley, NV

COLOR: BLACK

TWIN FIR SMOKE
7 LAZY 11 SMOKE’S LEGACY
EAGLES RUN SASSAFRAS 264R
SKINNER MR 96

EAGLES RUN DAYLILY 212P
SKINNER MISS J57

Birth Weight 80#, Weaning Weight 750#, Yearling Weight 1200#
Legacy 103 is virtually identical to J. S. Legacy: Outstanding growth, conformation, muscling, disposition and long strided traveler.

LOT #137  LJJL BROWN 705C
Calved 09/02/2015 Prfx/ID: LJJL 705C
Owner: Lazy J Red Angus LLC, Merle Eakin, Prineville, OR

COLOR: RED  HPS: POLLED

BROWN ALLIANCE X7795
DUNN ALLIANCE A516
DUNN AMY 1005
BECKTON JULIAN P040 G2

LJL JULIAN 88
BR ACE OF DIAMONDS

Herdbldr 125, Gridmstr 51, CED 8, BW -1.8, WW 55, YW 90, Milk 20, ME -1, HPG 11, CEM 3, Stay 12, Marb 0.90, YG 0.09, CW 21, REA -0.12, Fat 0.00
Birth Weight 71#
Low Birth -1.8 Yearling Weight 1370
LOT #138  L JL BROWN 140C
Calved 02/10/2015 Prfx/ID: LJL 140C
Owner: Lazy J Red Angus LLC, Merle Eakin, Prineville, OR
COLOR: RED   HPS: POLLED
BROWN ALLIANCE X7795
DUNN ALLIANCE A516
DUNN AMY 1005
NON REGISTERED SIRE
LJL 622
LJL CAPSTONE 95
Herdbldr 106, Gridmstr 51, CED 7, BW -1.5, WW 51, YW 84, Milk 21, ME -1,
HPG 11, CEM 3, Stay 10, Marb 0.68, YG -0.14, CW 18, REA 0.11, Fat -0.05
Birth Weight 73#
Low Birth -1.5 Yearling Weight 1405

LOT #139  VF PRIME TIME C147
Calved 02/02/2015 Prfx/ID: VFRA C147
Owner: Lazy J Red Angus LLC, Merle Eakin, Prineville, OR
COLOR: RED   HPS: POLLED
BUF CRK LANCER R017
PAR PRIME TIME 001Z
PAR SELMA NA359
BIEBER MAKIN HAY 9913
BIEBER KANNA 396X
BIEBER KANNA 204T
Herdbldr 127, Gridmstr 51, CED 5, BW -0.7, WW 82, YW 114, Milk 20, ME 8,
HPG 7, CEM 1, Stay 14, Marb 0.76, YG -0.09, CW 36, REA 0.46, Fat -0.02
Birth Weight 72#
Low Birth -0.7 Dam & Sire both low birth. Yearling EPD 114 REA .46 Yearling
Weight 1385

8 BULLS WILL SELL IN FALLON, NV. SATURDAY, FEB. 18!
JERRY & SHERRY MALTBY
Office: (530) 473-2830   Cell: (530) 681-5046
P.O. Box 760, Williams, CA 95978   E-mail: bbr@citlink.net
www.brookedboxranch.com
Heavy-Muscled Cattle That Produce Sought-After Charolais-Influenced Feeder Cattle

BROKEN BOX RANCH
The Kind We Use Are The Quality We Produce

WINN MANS LANZA 610S #M789829
CE BW WW YW MILK MTL CW REA FAT 007
43 22 60 98 21 41 76 45

LT LANZA BLUE 1461 PLD ET #EM809026
CE BW WW YW MILK MTL CW REA FAT 007
43 22 60 98 21 41 76 45

2015 AICA Seedstock Producer of the Year

Heavy-Muscled Cattle That Produce Sought-After Charolais-Influenced Feeder Cattle
Fallon Livestock Exchange, Inc. is the key market for Nevada livestock producers, and the Home of The Fallon All Breeds Bull Sale every February, and the Silver State Classic Special Calf and Yearling Sale held every December sponsored by the Nevada Cattlemen’s Association.